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urn your baby bathtime from tearful to blissful with Cetaphil
Baby Moisturising Bath & Wash. Tear free, soap free and
hypoallergenic, Cetaphil Baby Moisturising Bath & Wash
contains soothing aloe vera and 1/3 moisturiser that gently cleanse
baby’s skin, keeping it soft and smooth.
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Obstetrics & Gynaecology

Dr Ann Tan is currently Consultant in Obstetrics & Gynaecology, and Clinical Director at the
Women & Fetal Centre. A Public Service Commission Scholar, Dr Tan was formerly the Chief
of Fetal Maternal Medicine at the Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology, Singapore General
Hospital (SGH). She is also a devoted mother of three.
Dr Choo Wan Ling is a consultant Obstetrician and Gynaecologist with the Pacific Specialist
Practice. Winner of the IV Asian Obstetrics and Gynaecology Congress Gold Medal (2000),
Dr Choo is also a member of the American Academy of Aesthetic Medicine in the US and a
member of the Sexology and Andrology Society of Singapore.

Dermatology

Dr Wong Su-Ni practices at Dr SN Wong Skin, Hair, Nails & Laser Specialist Clinic at Mount
Elizabeth Medical Centre, and is a Visiting Consultant to the National Skin Centre. Her
subspecialties include Dermatologic and Laser Surgery, Psoriasis and Photodermatology.
Dr Wong has been actively involved in teaching, from medical students to medical practitioners
in the Graduate Diploma in Family Practice Dermatology Course.

Dental Care

Dr Chung Kong Mun is currently a visiting consultant at NUH and adjunct associate professor
at NUS. Dr Chung is also an Internal Examiner for MDS degree in Periodontology, NUS.

Paediatrics

Dr Irene Chan Lai Yeen, a Consultant Paediatrician with over 20 years of medical experience,
is one of the first fully-trained paediatric intensivists in Singapore. Dr Chan is also the recipient
of the Healthcare Humanity Award in 2006, in recognition for her work with children.
A/Prof Daniel Goh was trained in paediatrics in Singapore and underwent subspecialty training
in paediatric pulmonology and sleep at the Johns Hopkins Children’s Centre, USA. A/Prof
Goh is the current President of the Asean Paediatric Federation and the Vice-President of the
College of Paediatrics and Child Health, Singapore as well as the immediate past-president of
the Singapore Paediatric Society. His clinical interests include childhood respiratory conditions
including childhood asthma and allergies, sleep-related breathing disorders in children,
paediatric bronchology and fiberoptic bronchoscopy as well as paediatric vaccinology.

Children Psychiatry

Dr Ken Ung Eng Khean is a currently a Senior Consultant Child, Adolescent and Adult
Psychiatrist & Psychotherapist at Adam Road Medical Centre and MD Specialist Healthcare.
He has been practising psychiatry for 20 years. Dr Ung specialises in Eating Disorders and
Obesity; Child Adolescent Psychiatry; Stress, Anxiety & Depression; Psychotherapy (Cognitivebehaviour therapy).

MESSAGE TO OUR READERS

LiveWell Baby brings important issues to you and your family every issue. Thus, we will make every endeavour to present
unbiased and accurate information. LiveWell Baby aims to inspire you to take the journey to live well as a mother or motherto-be, but it is not a replacement for your medical caregiver. Always seek appropriate professional medical counselling and
treatment when in doubt.

RIGHTS AND PERMISSION

Material in this publication and website may not be reproduced in any form without written permission from the Publisher.
LiveWell Baby is published by ping Healthcare Communications, a division of ping Healthcare Pte Ltd, 20 Sin Ming Lane #0655 Midview City Singapore 573968. Tel (65) 6778-5620.

DISCLAIMER

Although every reasonable care has been taken to ensure the accuracy and objectivity of the information presented in this
publication, neither the publishers, nor their employees or agents can be held liable for any errors, inaccuracies and/or
omissions howsoever caused. We shall not be liable for any actions taken based on the views expressed, or information provided
within this publication. You should seek appropriate professional advice from relevant institutions. We may occasionally use
material we believe has been placed in the public domain where it is not always possible to identify and contact the copyright
holder. If you claim ownership of something we have published, we will be pleased to make a proper acknowledgement. All rights
reserved. Copyright 2012-2017. Printed by Times Printers Private Limited. MCI (P) 028/08/2017.
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editor’s note
Well, the year is coming to an end soon and I have mixed feelings about it. For
one, my neighbour’s son is going to Primary One next year. It reminds me just
how fast time is passing and I’m not prepared for it! Haha. Okay, enough talk
from me. With this year-end issue, we are heading into the next school year so
we specially prepared a feature on the skills that your child will need for Primary
One! Just what kind of skillset is ideal for a child who is moving on to the next
educational stage? Check it out on page 10.
Buying a car seat for your little one? Then you should read our ABCs of
buying a car seat first. Your baby’s sun protection is also another important
feature that you shouldn’t miss out in this issue. We give you the checklist to
follow the next time you take your tiny tot on an outdoor adventure. Don’t know
what to get your kiddo this Christmas season? We have some ideas that may help,
so flip the pages to find out more!
Oh and before I forget, I want to give a big shout-out to all the parents and
babies who turned up for our LiveWell Baby Championship at United Square
from 29 September to 1 October! Thanks for making our event such a blast. A
special mention also goes out to my Grab Hitch Driver who dropped by the event
to participate in our Dancing Daddies segment and the sponsors who generously
supported us with the venue, prizes and activities.
Merry Christmas in advance and see you later, alligators!

Editor

Clarification: On the cover of LiveWell Baby issue 60, Sophie Anne Fuller was
stated as Pure Newborn #BabyFaceSG Winner. It should be Newborn Pure
#BabyFaceSG Winner instead.

Like & follow us at:
www.facebook.com/livewell.baby
twitter.com/livewellbaby_sg
instagram.com/livewellbaby

Discover the latest in health,
wellness, beauty, and lifestyle
while on-the-go!
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letter box
Dear Editor,
I’m writing in to say just how much
I enjoyed participating in the recent
LiveWell
Baby
Championship
at United Square! It was so fun
watching my baby crawling in the
baby races, not to mention the
various baby contests you had
organised! Thanks for organising
such an awesome event and hope
to see you guys again next year!
Sarah Chng
Bukit Timah

I recently picked up an issue
of LiveWell Baby featuring the
Newborn
Pure
#BabyFaceSG
winner because the baby was so
cute! But what really surprised
me was the content. It was very
informative and full of baby care
tips that I didn’t know before. There
is one topic I hope you will cover in
your next issue and that is the issue
of post-pregnancy eczema. My skin
erupted in eczema after I recently
gave birth and it’s a problem that is
still bothering me today. Great job
on the articles and I look forward to
picking up the next issue!
Jane Lim
Holland Village

If you have something to get off your chest about LiveWell Baby,
then write to us and you could win a prize! Simply send it in with
your name, age, address, NRIC, and phone numbers! Letters may
be edited for length or clarity.
EMAIL: lilian@pinghealthcare.com
(subject header: Letter Box)
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WHAT ABOUT

Cradlencare offers a home solution where we bring
phototherapy treatment to your baby at the comfort
of your home.
Best of all, we also offer jaundice meter where you
can monitor the jaundice level in a needle-less way,
anytime anywhere.
Drager
Jaundice Meter
GE Lullaby LED
Phototherapy System

CALL US @ 9721 2015
www. c r adl e n c are . c o m
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Independence,
responsibility, and
accountability…
these are qualities
EVERYONE has to
acquire. First steps
are, however, the
hardest, be it the
first hunt for a tiger
cub, first flight for
a baby eagle or
your junior’s first
steps into formal
school. Training,
preparation and
motivation are
keys to success
and these are what
Rashmi Ullas is
relying on as she
shifts gears for her
kiddo’s P1 journey.

O

ne of the most important milestones in your child’s
life is his entry to Primary school. It is a place where
he will start learning the art of decision-making, time
management and numerous other skills for life. In that sense,
primary school is the cornerstone to a fulfilling adult life.
This transition from the care and attention of home/preschool to Primary school is not easy, but it is inevitable. These
steps should help make the leap much easier:

Start a sleep routine.
Most primary schools begin as early as 7.30am, which means
your child may need to be up by about 6 am. If you want him to
perform well, he will need at least 8-10 hours of good sleep. It’s
important to tuck junior in bed (latest) by 9 pm every night so
he will wake up fresh to take on the next day’s agenda. Setting a
sleep routine takes time, so start the habit early on.

Introduce the concept of timetables.
All schools follow a set timetable. If you’ve allowed your child
to follow his heart, it may be the right time to get him used to
schedules. Divide the day into sessions (play session, art & craft
sessions, meal sessions, nap sessions, bath sessions, etc.). This will
introduce your child to the concept of following a certain order
through the day. It is also good to train junior on having a toilet
routine (or pattern) because schools usually expect that children
use toilets at breaks or before class commences.

Coach him in the art of packing his own
school bag.
One of the important steps to gaining independence is to teach
your child to take responsibility for his own belongings. Allow
your child to pack his own bag while you supervise the whole
process. Encourage him to remember what he needs, ensure that
his pencils are sharpened, the pencil case has all the stationery
needed and his books are packed as per the next day’s timetable.
If he has assignments, teach him to keep a tab on them and
ensure that they’re completed and packed in the bag.

Hone his listening skills
We know you love to hear him chatter but if he has to fit in
school, he has to hone his listening skills so he can understand
his lessons well, especially in class where there is only one teacher
with 30 to 40 other students.
LiveWell Baby Vol 61 • Oct.Nov ‘17
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Improve his social skills.
Inculcating social skills are an integral part of leaving the nest. If
junior is socially active, he will have no trouble making friends
and creating fond memories you want him to have for life.
It is also important to teach junior the concept of working
in groups by being cooperative and showing good qualities
like sharing and caring. He should be taught to boldly put his
point forward so that he can participate in class. This is what is
expected at school.
If you think a dry run is needed for such training, you
could enrol him in a holiday camp or activity where he gets an
opportunity of being a part of larger learning groups.

Teach him how to manage his money.
Your little one will be soon buying his own food at the school
cafeteria, so he’ll need to know the concept of buying food,
managing his pocket money and most importantly, ensuring that
he chooses a healthy meal. This one is going to be tough, so you
better start training early.
Take him to a food court or a shopping mall and encourage
him to buy his own food and drink. Teach him how to pay and
collect the correct change. Also, teach him to carry his tray from
the counter to the table where you are going to have your meal.
It’s better to do this during off-peak hours in a relatively
empty food court so your child can take his time to shop—
giving him more confidence in himself. It is very important that
he picks healthy meals, so train him hard on making right food
choices.

blown out of proportion. Guide him with love and patience.

Teach him about healthy competition.
Primary schools can often be a competitive place but your
little champ should learn to take it in stride. The spirit of
sportsmanship and the concept of healthy competition are
qualities that will take him forward with zeal and enthusiasm.
Your guidance will teach him to take his victories with humility
and failures with positivity. It all begins at childhood.
Your munchkin’s journey to formal school is a memory that
you and he will cherish for life; so don’t forget to make it as
remarkable as you can!

The spirit of sportsmanship and
the concept of healthy competition
are qualities that will take him
forward with zeal and enthusiasm.
Your guidance will teach him to
take his victories with humility and
failures with positivity. It all begins
at childhood.

Teach him that honesty
is the best policy
Primary school is where kids from different societal strata come
together. There will be a lot of competition at school and the
sudden increase in class/homework may affect your child’s ability
to cope. In some cases, it may even lead to the undesirable habit
of lying.
Children lie for various reasons. They may lie to avoid getting
into trouble, gain someone’s attention, avoid doing homework,
get something they want or make their lives sound more
interesting. Whatever your child’s reason is for lying, it’s best to
teach him that honesty is the best policy.
If you notice such behaviour in junior, be patient. Don’t
chastise him right away. Instead, teach him good family
values and explain what they mean to you. Give him
the responsibility of guarding the family’s honour
by being honest and trustworthy. Children love
to be in charge, so give them the onus of good
behaviour.
Keep all communications open so your
child will be able to discuss his anxieties
and worries at home. If you are strict, he
will hide things and small matters will be

12
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Secure
Your Future

ERIC SEAH & ASSOCIATES
A young and dynamic financial advisory firm, we specialise in
comprehensive Wealth Planning consulting services, such as Risk
Management, Wealth Accumulation, Preservation and Distribution. The
team is recognised for its proactive, progressive and reliable efforts to
set a high standard in financial guidance and creating significant value
for our clients in our servicing effort.

OUR FIELDS OF EXPERTISE:
Mass Affluent/HNWI Services

Business Owners Services

•

Risk Management

•

Keyman Planning

•

Wealth Accumulation

•

Executive Bonus Planning

•

CPF/SRS Planning

•

Fair Market Value Rentention

•

Family Planning

•

Shareholder Agreement

•

Legacy Planning

•

Corporate Retirement Planning

•

Charitable Planning

•

Loan Cancellation

•

Special Needs Planning

•

Salary continuation planning

•

Trust Planning

•

Employee benefit planning

•

Offshore services planning

•

Trust planning

Our team of business partners is headed by Eric Seah, who has 22
years of wealth management planning experience. He holds a Chartered
Financial Planning (ChFc), Certified Financial Partner (CFP) and
Associates Estate Planning Practitioner (AEPP).
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ADVERTORIAL

Baby Care From
Inside Out –
Guardian Singapore
Taking care of your little one is a full time job. After all, he is
still at an immature stage of development so there is much
to be done to nurture him. Luckily Guardian Singapore is
here to make your parenting journey easier with its wide
range of Guardian Own Brand products.
If you are on the lookout for baby care
products that you can easily find at
retail stores located in convenient
l o c a t i o ns sc a t te re d t h rou g h ou t
Singapore, then look no further than
Guardian Singapore. The reason
is simple: Guardian Singapore has
everything you need to take care of
Baby Dearest from head to toe. Their
wide range of Guardian Own Brand
products are also a lot more affordable
and pocket-friendly. In fact, the quality
of the Guardian Own Brands are
comparable to other brands, because
Guardian’s QARA team take stringent
steps to ensure premium qualit y.
Here are some key areas where the
Guardian Own Brand products will
come in handy:

HEALTH & NUTRITION

Your growing child needs all the
essential nutrients he can get to grow
up healthy and strong. Some important
vitamins and minerals include:

• D HA o r d o c o s a h exa e n o i c
ac i d: An omega - 3 acid that

• Calcium: Promotes healthy and
strong bones

• Iron: Important for healthy red
blood cells, which provide your
child’s tissue and organs with the
oxygen they need

encourages healthy vision and
brain development

• Vitamins such as Vitamin A, B,
C and D: Such vitamins promote
healthy growth and development
of your child’s body. For
instance, Vitamin D supports
bone and teeth formation,
and also helps your child
to absorb calcium more
efficiently.

GUARDIAN’S HOT PICKS
Guardian Omega-3 Kids Gummies (60s) - $23.90
Guardian Multi-Vitamins + Minerals Kids Gummies (60s) - $23.90
Guardian Calcium + Vitamin D Kids Gummies (60s) - $23.90
Guardian Kids Sambucus Syrup (120ml) - $21.90

MAHS1600210
*Be sure to seek your doctor’s advice first before starting your child on a supplement.
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A wide variety of fresh food like fruits,
vegetables, fish, chicken and whole
grains is, of course, the best source
of such vitamins and minerals. But if
you are a little short on time and find
it a challenge to prepare nutritionally
balanced meals or your child is a
picky eater, then a daily multivitamin
or mineral supplement like these hot
picks from Guardian Own Brand may
do the trick.

GUARDIAN’S HOT PICKS

Guardian Cooling Gel Pad (For Babies) - $3.90
Guardian Minty Cooling Gel Pad (For Kids and Adults) - $6.50
Guardian Infrared Ear & Forehead Thermometer - $59.90
Guardian Flexi-Tip Digital Thermometer (Panda/Jumbo Display) $7.90, $9.50

FEVER MANAGEMENT

Fevers can be a scary thing in a child,
but remember that fevers are the
body’s way of fighting infections. It
can be frightening to see your child
battling an elevated temperature, but
it’s worth knowing that the height of the
fever doesn’t correlate to the severity of
your child’s illness. As a general guide,
however, here are the temperatures
that indicate the presence of a fever:
• Rectal temperature: above 38°C
• Ear temperature: above 37.8°C
• Oral temperature: above 37.5°C
• Underarm (axillary) temperature:
above 37.3°C
Worried about whether you can get
an accurate measurement from your
old thermometer? Fret not, because
Guardian Own Brand has the following
digital thermometers retailing at
different prices to suit your needs.

BABY CARE

Baby wipes are a must-have in a parent’s arsenal of baby care products. After all,
baby wipes can wipe up baby poo, spills, miscellaneous messes etc. and it can
be disposed off immediately. But of course, when it comes to baby dearest, the
baby wipes should be made from a gentle formulation and material that clean
up efficiently without compromising the integrity of your baby’s delicate skin. The
formulation is dermatologically tested and proven to pamper and nourish your
baby’s skin gently. Not sure what brands to go for? Then perhaps these star picks
from Guardian may impress you.

GUARDIAN’S HOT PICKS

QR/2017/SG0436

Guardian Baby Care Gentle Wipes (Pure Water) (3x90s) - $9.90
Guardian Baby Care Soft Wipes (Skincare Lotion) (3x90s) - $9.90

No time to drop by any of Guardian Singapore’s conveniently located stores?
Fret not! You can still do your shopping at www.guardian.com.sg and enjoy FREE
shipping for purchases above $40, so get your digital wallet ready!
LiveWell Baby Vol 61 • Oct.Nov ‘17
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toddling

The ABCs
of Buying A
Car Seat

Isn’t it fun to take your little out for a ride in the car? Like adults, babies need to be secured
safely—not with seat belts, but with the right car seat with the following tips.

[1] Do your research first.
Since there are many types of car seats out there, it definitely
pays to do your research beforehand. In fact, you should
know the type of car seat that’s approved in your country. In
Singapore, the types of child restraint that are approved by the
Traffic Police meet one or more of the following standards1:
• the American Standard FMVSS 213;
• the British Standards B.S. 3254: Part 2: 1988, B.S. AU
202a: 1988, or B.S. AU 185: 1983;
• the Australian Standard AS 1754-1975 (including AS
1754.1-1989 Part 1, AS 1754.2-1989 Part 2 and AS 1754.41989 Part 4);
• the European Standard ECE R44;
• the Japanese Standard JIS D0401-1990.

[2] Know the rules.
According to the Singapore Traffic Police2, the height of an
individual is found to be more suitable in deciding the proper

16

fitting of seat belts compared to one’s age. In fact, anyone below
the height of 1.35m is required to use booster seats or approved
adjustable seat belts to reduce the risk of injury should an
accident happen.
While taxis are exempted from the child restraint
requirement, do note that it’s illegal for private hire cars such
as Grab and Uber to carry passengers under 1.35m without a
booster or a child restraint. Fortunately, they do offer child-seat
options for parents on the go.

[3] Understand the different types of
car seats.
If you own a car and looking out for a car seat for the new
addition to the family, what kind of car seat should you get
your child? Here are the options you can consider. Remember,
it’s not necessarily the age of your child that is important, but
his weight.

LiveWell Baby Vol 61 • Oct.Nov ‘17
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Child Restraint

Types

Features

Baby seats

Infant
carriers

Suitable for newborns and
small infants (up to 13kg or
approximately 15 months old)

Combination
seats

Rear-facing

Suitable for newborns and
small infants (up to 13kg or
approximately 15 months old)

Forwardfacing

Suitable for children up to 18kg
(or approximately 4 years old)

Highback
booster seats
& booster
cushions

With
harness

Suitable for children from 15 to
36kg (about 4 to 12 years old)

Forwardfacing seats

Forwardfacing seat

Without
harness
Suitable for children from 9
to 18 kg (about 9 months to 4
years old)

[4] Install it properly.
A few things to remember before and after the purchase:
• Make sure the car seat fits your make of car by trying it out first
before you buy. The sales person should be knowledgeable and
able to give you proper advice on the purchase.
• When installing the car seat, always read the instructions
carefully and keep the car seat instruction leaflet for future
reference.
• If correctly installed, the car seat should not move around
excessively. There should be no slack or loose fitting seat belts.
• Practice makes perfect. Make sure you practise fitting the
seat a few times before your child uses it.
• The harness should be a snug fit against your child’s chest.
Make sure that you cannot put more than 2 fingers between the
harness straps and your child’s chest. In other words, it should
be tight enough but still comfortable enough. The harness
buckle, too, should lie on your child’s pelvis and not his tummy.
• Avoid putting a rear-facing car seat on the front passenger
seat that is protected by an air bag because it could seriously
injure or kill your little one when it activates. The best spot is
the car seat that’s diagonal to the driver’s seat.
• Check your child’s car seat regularly to make sure it’s not loose.
• Do not modify your child’s car seat, be it its fitting, harness
or buckle, to fit your car.
• Avoid second-hand car seats because you don’t know its
history and whether it meets current safety standards.
• Make sure there are no unsecured items (e.g. tissue box) in
the car because such objects could seriously injure your tot if
they were to fly off during a sudden stop.

The One & Only Car Seat Your
Child Needs In His Lifetime!

How would you like to have a car seat that grows with
your child? PUKU Singapore has just the solution with
the PUKU Space ISOFIX Safety Car Seat—a convertible
infant car seat that you can transform into a high-back
booster seat.
Designed specially to hold up to 36kg, the PUKU Space
ISOFIX Safety Car Seat doesn’t just comply with the
European Safety Standard ECE R44/04 as well as GB
27887-2011 and CNS 11497 approved; it is also ISOFIX
Safety certified with a top tether for added security.
Thanks to its ability to transform from an infant car seat
into a high-back booster seat, there are two ways to
seat your child:
• Rear-facing for children from newborn to
approximately 1.5 years old or up to 13kg
• Front-facing for children from approximately 9
months to 12 years old or from 9 kg up to 36kg
The PUKU Space ISOFIX Safety Car Seat comes with
a side impact design and a comfortable infant cushion
insert as well, so it’s almost like having mommy dearest
holding baby in her embrace. The car seat structure
is made from high-density polyethylene (HDPE),
which is a lightweight yet solid material that provides
suspension against hard impact.
The PUKU Space ISOFIX Safety Car Seat also has the
following features that make it extra safe for your child:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 levels of adjustable reclining positions
Adjustable head rest with 12 height settings
5-point safety harness
3 levels of adjustable shoulder belt positions
Anti-UV canopy for sun protection
Removable cushion and infant cushion insert for
easy cleaning
Universal fit for all car models with ISOFIX fitting

In other words, the PUKU Space ISOFIX Safety Car
Seat is the one and only car seat your child needs in his
lifetime! Want to know more? Then visit www.facebook.
com/PukuSingapore for more information.

Remember, your child’s safety should always be top priority so
choose well and wisely when you buy your child’s car seat!
1. https://www.police.gov.sg/resources/traffic-matters/already-have-alicence/revised-seat-belt-rules-faqs
2. https://www.police.gov.sg/resources/traffic-matters/already-have-alicence/revised-seat-belt-rules-faqs
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The Parent’s
Checklist For A
Sun-Safe Baby
Outdoor adventures are fun, but not when the
sun is dealing UV damage to your little one’s
skin or putting your child at risk of a heat stroke.
Here is a simple checklist to make sure your
child is sun-safe before you venture into the
great outdoors.
Use
sunscreen.

If your child is 6 months or older:
Use a broad-spectrum, water-resistant sunscreen with at least SPF 15 on your child’s exposed skin. Make sure to
reapply every hour, especially when they have been sweating, swimming or playing in water. If you are not sure
then consult your doctor beforehand.
If your child is younger than 6 months:
It’s generally not recommended to put sunscreens because your baby’s sensitive skin absorbs more of the chemicals
in chemical sunscreens. The best way is to keep your child out of the sun.

Stay out of
the sun.

•
•
•

Cover up.

•
•

Drink
plenty of
fluids.

Avoid or limit your child’s exposure during peak hours from 10am to 4pm.
A cloudy day doesn’t necessarily mean the sunrays are less intense because clouds are not sufficient protection
against UV radiation.
Babies are not mobile enough to move themselves out of harm’s way so make sure to keep them under shade as
much as possible.
If your child is too young to wear sunscreen, make sure to dress him up in protective clothing such as
lightweight long-sleeved shirts, pants and wide-brimmed hats.
Even if your child is old enough to use sunscreen, covering up is still essential to protecting his skin from sun
damage.

It’s important to hydrate!
• If you are breastfeeding, your child may want to breastfeed more than usual.
• As for bottle-fed babies, you can give them cooled boiled water throughout the day on top of their milk feeds.
• You may also want to try out frozen pieces of fruits as a creative alternative.

• Watch your child to catch warning signs of dehydration or sunburn. These include fussiness, skin turning red
Keep an
or pink and feels hot, or excessive crying.
eye on your
• Apply cold compasses to the affected area or use calamine lotion to soothe the itch. But if you are not sure, do
baby.
consult your doctor beforehand.

Sun damage is cumulative, which means too much UV radiation could cause sunburn, damage of the skin and eye as well as skin
cancer in the long run. Take the right precautions now and your child will definitely thank you some day!

18
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The Sun Protection
Your Baby Needs
No matter which part of the world you are
in, sun protection should always be your
family’s top priority. Your baby, especially,
deserves the best sun protection because
his skin is underdeveloped and a lot
thinner and more sensitive than an adult’s.
Here’s why you should choose SPF 50+
Sun Lotion Very High Protection Face &
Body from Klorane Bébé.

In Singapore where hot weather is a daily affair, it can
get dangerous for your little one because the heat
and UV radiation can easily affect him. Sun damage
is cumulative, so too much UV radiation could cause
sunburn, skin and eye damage as well as skin cancer in
the long run.
A baby’s skin is most vulnerable in the first 6
months of his life. In fact, it’s much thinner and more
delicate than an adult’s skin so prolonged exposure to
UV rays could be harmful. A baby’s skin is also more
sensitive to external aggressors and needs extra
special care/protection.
That is why it’s important to take the necessary
precautions to keep your baby out of the sun or use
Klorane Bébé SPF 50+ Sun Lotion Very High Protection
Face & Body to protect his skin from UV damage. The
reason for this is simple: Klorane Bébé SPF 50+ Sun
Lotion Very High Protection Face & Body provides
effective protection for your child’s sensitive skin
through its dual organic and cellular sun protection. Its
photoprotective system defends against UVA and UVB
rays, and the combination of Calendula and Vitamin E
enhances this broad-spectrum protection against the
sun’s harmful rays.
Klorane Bébé is part of the big Klorane family from

France—their baby care line has been recommended by
paediatricians and used in maternity wards for over 25
years. Klorane makes it a point to utilise only the safest
of ingredients, so you may use it with complete peace
of mind on your child’s face and body, as it doesn’t
aggravate potential atophy irritations or flare-ups.
Hypoallergenic, water-resistant, and free from
parabens and alcohol, Klorane Bébé’s sun care offers
protective filters of a very high tolerance so it forms
your child’s first line of sun protection against UVA and
UVB. Additional benefits of the plant extracts include
protecting, strengthening and awakening the defences
of your child’s still delicate skin thanks to the extract of
Calendula while Vitamin E soothes and guards against
skin dryness.
Delicately scented in a light fruity fragrance, the
Klorane Bébé’s SPF 50+ Sun Lotion Very High Protection
Face & is especially easy and pleasant to use during hot
and humid days. On top of that, it’s suitable for you to
use on your baby’s face and body every day!

For more information about Klorane Bébé, visit www.klorane.sg/baby/.
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The Trusted Baby Skincare
Formula To Moisturise
Your Baby’s Skin
Your baby’s skin needs special care because it’s thinner2 than
an adult’s and loses moisture faster 3. With this in mind, here are 4
important things to remember when it comes to your baby’s skin:

Less Is More.
Since your baby’s skin and immune system are still in a delicate
stage, it’s best to use products that are free from dyes so they
don’t irritate your baby’s skin. Adult skincare products often
have ingredients that may be too harsh for your baby, which is
why it’s often recommended to use products that are specially
designed for babies, like the Cetaphil Baby Daily Lotion.

Moisturise Your Baby’s Skin On A Daily Basis.
Bathing may strip your baby’s skin of the natural protective oils
that keep his epidermis from drying out, so it’s a good idea to
moisturise your little one on a daily basis after a bath or diaper
change.

Wash Your Baby’s Clothes Before He Wears It.
Wearing new clothes can be fun, but always remember
to launder them before your baby wears it. The
reason for this is simple: you don’t know who
would have handled the clothes before and
new clothes often have a chemical finish that
enhance their colour and texture or prevent
mildew from forming. This could irritate
your baby’s delicate skin so washing the
clothes beforehand is a must!
Don’t just throw the clothes into the
same wash with the rest of your family’s
clothes or use your usual detergent. Wash

Baby skin is not just delicate; it’s also your baby’s first and best defence against
external aggressors. So what can parents do to make sure that their child’s skin is in
tip-top condition? Simple: choose a trusted baby skincare formula from the makers of
Cetaphil ®—the number one dermatological skincare brand in Singapore 1.
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your baby’s clothes separately with
a baby friendly detergent that is free
from dyes or colourants.

Baby Massages Are Beneficial
For Both You and Baby.
Giving your little one a massage is the
best experience that any parent can
give their baby. In fact, the skin-to-skin
contact is not just an excellent way for
you to express your love and care; it
also soothes and helps your baby to
sleep, aids digestion, improves blood
circulation as well as promotes infant
growth and development.
All you need is a baby-friendly
moisturiser like the Cetaphil Baby Daily
Lotion and your hands moving gently
but rhythmically over your baby’s body.
You can also try talking, humming or
singing softly to your baby during the
massage to make things even more
soothing.
Now that you know the proper
skincare routines to keep your baby’s
skin healthy, remember to pair them
with a baby-friendly moisturiser like
the Cetaphil Baby Daily Lotion.

paediatricians4 to care for your baby’s
delicate skin. It’s free from colourants,
mineral oil and parabens. This means
you can use it every day with absolute
peace of mind.
But don’t just take our word for
it. Cetaphil Baby did an online survey
with 1,263 participants and 98% of
them agreed that Cetaphil Baby Daily
Lotion protects and moisturises their
baby’s skin.5 Want to try it out for
yourself? Then get it at selected Cold
Storage, FairPrice, Guardian Health &
Beauty, Unity Pharmacy and Watsons
for just $24.90.

Formulated Just For Baby
Enriched with glycerin, Shea Butter
and Sunflower Seed Oil – moisturising
ingredients that are well-known to be
highly moisturising – the Cetaphil Baby
Daily Lotion gently moisturises and
protects your baby’s delicate skin from
within.
In fact, it’s so gentle and easily
absorbed that even adults can use it.
On top of that, it’s dermatologically
tested and recommended by

Tea r free

soa p free

A Trusted Skincare Brand That
Has Stood The Test Of Time
Cetaphil Baby is part of the Cetaphil
brand, which has a longstanding
and proven track record in providing
skincare solutions to generations
of families and dermatologists in
Singapore. In fact, its well-established
medical heritage from Europe and
USA is what helps Cetaphil Baby’s
skin experts to create a trusted baby
skincare formula that is free from
parabens, mineral oil and colourants.
On top of that, Cetaphil Baby makes
it a point to choose ingredients such as
nourishing Shea Butter and soothing
Sunflower Seed Oil to efficaciously
offer absolute comfort for your baby
with every use—while avoiding the use
of controversial chemicals. Cetaphil
Baby is dermatologically tested and
proven to be hypoallergenic as well, so
mums can use the Cetaphil Baby Daily
Lotion on a daily basis
with no worries at all.
Aside from the
gentle formula that’s
made by skincare
experts, Cetaphil Baby
Daily Lotion has an easygrip design that makes
it easy for busy mums
to juggle both baby and
product too. Definitely
a baby skincare
brand that mums and
paediatricians can trust
for life!

hypoa l l erg enic

Want to experience Cetaphil Baby for yourself? Then get your free samples for baby dearest at
http://bit.ly/lwb-babysamples today!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

IMS Index Do2A-Emollients & Protectives Market MAT Apr – Jun 2017
Stamatas GN, Nikolovski J, Luedtke MA, Kollias N, Wiegand BC. Infant skin microstructure assessed in vivo differs from adult skin in organization and
at the cellular level. Pediatr Dermatol. 2010;27(2):125-131.
Nikolovski, J et al, 2008, Journal of Investigative Dermatology (2008) 128, 1728–1736
Total of 200 dermatologists & paediatricians in Germany surveyed online from Feb to Mar 2015.
Total of 1,263 participants surveyed online, Jan 2017
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The PNKids
Solution To
Picky Eaters

Let’s face it; it can be tough to
encourage your child to eat healthy
when there are a wide variety of
irresistible junk food like hamburgers,
French fries and pizza that are often
low in nutritional value. That’s why
PNKids specially developed the
PNKids Multivitamin + Minerals
to solve the ‘picky-eater’ problem.
Here’s how they can provide the best
and complete solution for your child’s
nutritional needs.

PNKids_The PNKids Solution To Picky Eaters_4.indd 22

It can become a big problem if your child is a picky
eater. After all, he needs all the essential nutrients to grow
up healthy and strong. Some of the most essential ones
include:
Vitamin A (Beta Carotene): it has antioxidant
properties that promotes good eye and vision health,
strong immune system, as well as healthy skin and mucous
membranes
Vitamin B2, B3, B6, and B12: encourages the healthy
development of muscles, connective tissue and skin
Vitamin C: a water-soluble vitamin and powerful
antioxidant that helps the healthy development of your
child’s body by maintaining connective tissues like bones,
blood vessels and skin
Vitamin D: helps the body absorb calcium and promotes
the formation of your child’s teeth and bones
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Vitamin E: a powerful antioxidant that helps to protect
cells against damage caused by free radicals
Folic Acid: necessary for the growth and repair of body
cells
Biotin: a water-soluble vitamin that helps to break down
proteins, fats and carbohydrates into energy that your
body can use as well as maintain the overall health of nails
Zinc: boosts the immune system, and supports healthy
metabolism and cell division
Magnesium: supports healthy muscle, nerve function
and blood pressure, regulates heartbeat, blood sugar
levels and maintains the immune system
Selenium: an antioxidant that protects against oxidative
stress, boosts immunity, regulates thyroid function, and
improves blood flow
Copper: supports healthy metabolism, proper brain
function, quick wound healing and nervous system,
increases energy production and red blood cell formation,
and improves health of connective tissues, hair and eyes
If your child is a picky eater, fret not because a certain
level of pickiness is normal in young children. After all, they
are experiencing new flavours and food for the first time. And
the good news is: your child will eventually grow out of it.
In the meantime, however, you may want to boost his daily
diet with PNKids Multivitamin + Minerals for Boys and Girls.
PNKids Multivitamin + Minerals for Boys and Girls
are a line of vitamins that provides the best and complete
solution to meet your child’s nutritional needs. It has no
artificial flavours, preservatives or colouring so parents can
supplement their child’s daily diet with absolute peace of
mind. In fact, PNKids Multivitamin + Minerals for Boys and
Girls are formulated and manufactured in USA under strict
FDA USA GMP Standards.
The delicious and chewable gummies in this line of vitamins
are not only 100% natural, they also contain the vitamins and
minerals that have been proven to be the most essential for
a child’s normal growth and development during his growing
up years, his immune system as well as the development of
healthier bone strength and vision:
Vitamin A (Beta
Vitamin E
Carotene)
Folic Acid
Vitamin B2, B3, B5, B6,
Biotin
and B12
Zinc & Magnesium
Vitamin C
Selenium
Vitamin D
Copper

PNKids Multivitamin
+ Minerals for Boys
and Girls are a line of
vitamins that provides
the best and complete
solution to meet your
child’s nutritional needs.

With such a rich variety of vitamins and minerals, no
wonder PNKids was ranked No. 1 for Kids Multivitamins
in Western Pharmacy stores based on a 2014 AC Nielsen
report. The gummies also contain citrus pectin instead of
gelatine to allow your child’s body to absorb the vitamins and
minerals better. Plus, it comes in great tasting fruity flavours
and fun shapes that are sure to keep your child coming back
for more!
Discerning parents will also be happy to know that PNKids
Multivitamin + Minerals for Boys and Girls is suitable for
vegetarians because they contain:
No milk
No gluten
No egg
No artificial colours
No artificial flavours
No preservatives

PNKids Multivitamin + Minerals for Boys and Girls are retailing at $34.90 at 1010 Mother & Child Essential, Cold Storage,
Guardian, FairPrice, Metro, OG, Robinsons, Unity and Watsons outlets across Singapore.
Hotline: 6747 5595 | www.facebook.com/PNKids.SG | www.pnkids.com.sg
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The Total
Development
Program For
Your Child

It’s never too early to start your child on the learning path. After all
learning is a lifelong practice and it will definitely benefit your child in
the long run if you nurture the love of learning in your child from an early
age. Here’s how the Total Development Program from ETL can help you
kickstart your child’s learning journey.
Designed to fully fulfil the learning needs of toddlers
and young children up to the age of 10, the Total
Development Program for your child comes with a wide
range of books that cover everything from English and
Math to nature, science, foundational skills and even
important life values like kindness.
The concept behind its program is simple: it
aims to make the most of your child’s early years by
developing the habit of reading and love of learning

24

through adorable illustrations and easy-to-understand
lessons. In fact, it makes lesson time more interesting
by incorporating quizzes, riddles, and questions for your
child to explore his imagination and problem solving
skills to the fullest. Here is what you can expect from the
comprehensive collection:

A Child’s First Library of Learning

An interactive series that ‘talks’ to your child, it satisfies
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his natural curiosity of the world through topics like
Science, Nature, Life, and Our World. Chockfull of
colourful photos and images to capture your child’s
attention, each book in the series comes alive in a
question-answer format narrated by Walter™. With
over 10,000 sound files embedded on the pages, your
child will never be bored by the character’s narrations,
supplementary facts, sound effects, poems, rhymes, and
songs. Parents can also join in with the Note To Parents
on each page to help them explain the subject further.

English-Time™

Develop your child’s reading skills with this specially
crafted multimedia program. It doesn’t just come with
CD-ROMs, audio CDs, and an app to enhance your child’s
learning experience through audio recordings, games
and videos; it also reinforces your child’s learning with a
scoring and reward system to motivate him. On top of
that, English-Time™ reinforces his knack for writing and
grammar, and develops his computer and Internet skills
as well.

combine text, graphics, audio, video and animation to
provide hours of fun activities. There’s even an Albert
and Annie’s Math Kit containing a Magic Numbers Board,
Annie’s Practice Cards and a Multiplication Tile set – all
designed to teach your child Math in the most fun way
possible.

A Child’s First Library of Values

Last but not least, A Child’s First Library of Values
nurtures the roots of good behaviour in your child
with 15 books containing stories from around the
world. On top of cultivating your child’s reading and
comprehension skills, it also improves his pronunciation
with 15 audio CDs of all the stories. 5 finger puppets will
bring the characters in the stories to life too—creating
an interactive story-time that both you and your child will
never forget.

Early Learning Program

How would you like to help your child to cultivate up to
51 foundational skills? The Early Learning Program does
this with 17 hardcover books; each designed to develop
a specific skill or understanding of a subject. The series
begins with basic reading and numeric skills first before
it progresses into more advanced skills such as problemsolving and flexible thinking. Walter™ also steps in with
over 5,600 voice files and sound effects embedded in the
stories so your child can improve his pronunciation and
listening skills. With colour and lively illustrations, as well
as interactive 3D features like cut-outs, colour wheels,
and split pages to make learning fun and understanding
easier, there won’t be a single dull moment for your child!

Learning Math With Albert

Remember how fearful you were of Math in your
childhood? Now you can nurture a lifelong love for Math
in your child with this interactive program.
From simple concepts of big and small
to equations, multiplication, and
division, your child will have
no problem picking them
up because the CD-ROMs

Not sure where or how to start your child’s learning journey? Then you should check out this Total
Development Program on ETL’s website at www.etllearning.com. You can even request for a free presentation
through @ETLLearningSG on Facebook and one of their consultants will get in touch with you. A free
parenting booklet will also be delivered at the same time, so start investing in your child’s education now!
LiveWell Baby Vol 61 • Oct.Nov ‘17
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Christmas Gift
Guide 4 Kids

Not sure what to get your kiddo this Christmas? Here are some
of our Editor’s favourite picks for the festive season!

Think ‘Out of
the Box’ - $50
The ‘Out of the Box’ series by Ivy Cubs
the play-based mobile educators have
created the ultimate Christmas gift for
kids—offering fun, learning, and precious
‘together’ time all in one very special box.
‘Be an Urban Planner’ and ‘Be an Engineer’
are the first in the ‘Out of the Box’ series
and exclusive to Asia. ‘Be an Urban Planner’
(suitable for ages 4-6) invites children to try
their hand at being urban planners and miniarchitects while ‘Be an Engineer’ (suitable
for ages 7-9) encourages children to discover
more about their inner worlds and helps find
ways to express themselves. Great for visiting relatives
and playdates during the festive season, you can also
hire an Ivy Cubs mobile educator for $70/child* to host
the 1-hour session and turn it into a party!
Xmas Promo: This festive season, get 4 sessions for
just $200/child (U.P. $280)! Book your sessions here:
http://kiddet.com/partners/ivy-cubs.
*Includes an Ivy Cub facilitator and a box from the ‘Out
of the Box’ series

26
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Lonely Planet Kids
In its newest book releases, Lonely
Planet Kids travels back to when
dinosaurs roamed the world and lifts
the flaps on amazing animal homes.

Lonely Planet Kids: Dinosaur
Atlas (Ages 5-8) – USD18.99

Travel back over 200 million years
to a time when dinosaurs roamed
all over the world from the Americas
to Antarctica. Unfold the maps and
lift the flaps to reveal amazing facts
about how they lived and where they
were discovered. Then learn about
the people who unearthed them and
see how you measure up against
amazing life-sized photographs!

Lonely Planet Kids: How Animals Build
(Ages 5-8) – USD18.99

Explore the incredible world of animal architects. Lift
the flaps and open gatefolds to discover amazing

animal homes up high,
underground, on land
and under the sea. From
spider’s webs and rabbit warrens, to bird’s nests and
ant colonies, Lonely Planet Kids reveals the secrets to
these extraordinary structures and how they’re built.
www.lonelyplanetkids.com

Triqo Build
Triqo is a new, unique construction toy. With only two forms, a triangle
and a square, you can create an endless amount of constructions, in ten
different colours. Because the constructions are three-dimensional, Triqo
is suitable for children aged 5 and up. Triqo is made of exceptionally strong
and flexible polypropylene. The material is fully recyclable and suitable for
both indoor and outdoor use. Want to find out more? Then don’t forget to
visit www.yourmccoy.com/triqo!
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JUMPY Plus - $278
Join the Future of Parenthood with
JUMPY Plus! Call, locate, and protect
your kids anytime, anywhere. It’s the
world’s most advanced ‘Smartwatchphone’ that’s 100% custom-made
for kids from ages 4 to 12. Specially
designed to stay on your child’s wrist
at all times, you can now contact and
locate your kids anytime without the
need to buy them a smartphone. JUMPY
Plus goes beyond what a regular watchphone and GPS locator can do. In fact,
it comes with a pet puppy, educational
games, and even reads storybooks to
your kids! Your kids will definitely want
to wear it everywhere they go. Get yours
at www.yourmccoy.com/jumpy.
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Christmas Promo
Bakerzin (#01-07/60)

Cedele (#B1-35/36)

Triplette Chocolat Cake Log $80 approx. 2kg

Luxe Pantry Hamper Set $68/set

15% OFF* (Bakerzin Members Discount) +
15% OFF^ (DBS/POSB Credit Cards Discount)

Further discount with a minimum purchase of 15 sets

Allow 1
working
day for
Christmas
Cake Order
to be
processed

1855 The
Bottle Shop

520 café (#02-K1)

(#B1-56C)

Ice-Cream
Cone $2
La Croix
DucruBeaucaillou
Cuvee Colbert
2013
$80 (U.P. $98)

(U.P. from
$3-$3.50)

Choco
Express

(#01-K16)

Baileys Twist Box
135g $10.90

UOL_xmas promo_5.indd 30

Jacobsems Christmas Collection
Cookies 200g $3.95
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Petit Bateau (#01-84)

FOX Kids & Baby (#01-68/70)

1. Baby Girl Dual Fabric Dress $109
2. Girl Stripe Dress $129
3. Baby Boy Fleece Overall $96
Baby Girl Metallic
Sliver Dress $34.90

1

2

3

Kid Girl Metallic
Pink Skirt $29.90

Chateau De Sable (#01-87)

BloomB

Free Champagne Cat Ear Hairband (U.P. $15) &
Red Jacquard Bow Tie (U.P. $21)

(#01-18)

Ren Dress
Christmas Special
Edition Dress $62.90

With minimum purchase of $50

Toys“R”Us (#02-10/15)
Giant Piano
Mat $39.99
(U.P. $49.99)

Single Shot
Arcade
Basketball
$49.99
(U.P. $99.99)
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LOL Giant
Surprise
$149.99
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Nature’s Farm (#B1-24)

Smiggle (#01-85/86)

15% off Regular-Priced Comvita Manuka Honey
& Propolis Herbal Elixir

1. Universe
Backpack $54.95
2. Calculator Blend
Hardtop Pencil
Case $29.95

1

Nanyang Optical

(#B1-61A)

Free frame for kids with purchase of MyVision Lens

2

FLEXA (#01-33/34/35)
Buy any 2 FLEXA accessories and get 1 FREE

Tweenage (#01-39A)
Santa and Reindeer
Musical Box $89.90

Santoro Flat Pencil Case
$17.50
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Tian Yuan Xiang (#B1-24A)

Venus Tears (#01-64)
18k Diamond Earring $99 (U.P. $199)

Chicken Essence
$20 off

for purchase of $300

$50 off

for purchase of $500

Esprit (#01-04/90/93)

CD Plus (#B1-56K/L)

$50 off Regular-Priced Timewear

Buy 3 CDs and get 1 FREE
Selected items only

Beauty Language (#B1-73)

Minion 2-in-1
Shampoo & Shower
400ml $7.90

Elizabeth Arden
Green Tea EDT
30ml $9.90
(U.P $35)

Adidas EDT
100ml $6.90
(U.P $19.90)
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Caratell (#01-47/48/49)
Matrix Men’s CuffLinks

Foliage
(#01-58)

Orchid
Earring

Printed Dress $69
(U.P. $139)

GNC (#B1-25)

Petale Jewellery (#01-K12)

LAC Taut™ Collagen Mask / Intensive Recovery
Serum

50% off with minimum purchase of 2 jewellery
products

25% off 1 product or 30% off with minimum
purchase of 2 products

For selected collections only. Non refundable nor exchangable.

101 Thomson Road,
United Square Shopping Mall,
(opposite Novena MRT)
Singapore 307591
6251 5885
Opening Hours: 10.30am – 9.30pm
Offers are valid only at United Square outlets. While stocks last. Valid from 17 Nov – 31 Dec 2017. Not valid with
other promotions, discounts, vouchers, privileges etc. Pictures shown are for illustration purposes only. Check with
individual stores for more details. Information is correct at time of print. Terms and conditions may be amended or
withdrawn at the sole discretion of the management and participating stores. Other terms and conditions apply.
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toddling

It Takes

GUTS

Bacteria is all around us. We have been
told to wash our hands after we use
the toilet and before we eat, but do
you know that there are some “good”
bacteria that are necessary for health
and long-term wellness? Not just for
you, but baby too!

Our

bodies are designed to function best with
millions of friendly bacteria living in our

intestinal tract.
It may sound absurd but it is absolutely true.
These helpful bacteria in our guts are actually probiotic
bacteria—digestible live microorganisms, such as bacteria,
viruses and yeasts, which are beneficial for health
when consumed in adequate quantities. They build up
immunity, maintain the integrity of the intestinal lining
and assist in digestion.

Biotics-what?
Normally there should be a balance of 85% probiotic
bacteria and 15% harmful bacteria in the intestinal flora
but here’s an interesting fact:
The immune system learns to recognise and
tolerate the bacteria that colonised it in the first year
or so of life. Once this colonising process in the
gastrointestinal tract is complete, the composition
of the intestinal flora will remain roughly the same
throughout the person’s life.
This could explain why you were a sickly child
in your early years or have ailments persisting even
in adulthood. Nevertheless, the point is to expose
your baby right from birth to a healthy mixture of
beneficial microflora (good bacteria and beneficial
yeast) and wean him onto necessary probiotics as
he grows.

First guts exposure
Babies receive their first contact with bacteria the
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moment they enter the world.
Bacteria, both good and bad, are passed on to baby from
the birth canal of the mother and his intestinal flora is quickly
established. If he is nursed by his mother, he will pick up
milk-based bacteria, such as acidophilus and bifidus, from her
through the breastfeeding process.
On the other hand, the gastrointestinal composition
of babies delivered by caesarean section or formula-fed is
slightly different and more complex. They tend to contain
less Bifidobacteria but higher amounts of Bacteroides and
Clostridium difficile bacteria originating from the hospital
environment and health care workers.
Babies with insufficient beneficial bacteria in the
beginning stages of their development can have very painful
gastrointestinal sickness like colic, constipation and skin
allergies like eczema. They did not develop the right level
of immunity to fight off bad germs and clean out the toxins
surrounding them.
This is why probiotics are vital to help treat and build a
strong system and foundation of good health.

Colostrum for Guts
An increase in allergic diseases is linked to a lack of an optimal
inner ecosystem observable in newborns within the first week of
their lives. It matters what newborns are exposed to since birth,
especially the milk he is being fed.
During the first few hours after birth, newborns have a
permeable gut lining that can fully benefit from the nourishing
benefits of their mother’s first milk, colostrum.
Colostrum is a treasure trove of growth factors, antibodies
and nutrients. Its concentrated but microbes-rich form provides
the first line of defence for baby’s intestinal lining. This is
because the earliest bacteria to arrive into the intestines have a
distinct advantage in colonising the gastrointestinal tract and
laying the foundation that would last the baby for a lifetime.
If the defence barrier on the gut lining is not effective
enough or lacking in good microflora, food can be mistaken as
foreign invaders. His little body reacts by creating antibodies
against the food, which leads to “food allergies”.
The bottom line: Denying your baby of this liquid gold
is akin to depriving him of a valuable inheritance, an arsenal
against diseases.

Babies with insufficient beneficial
bacteria in the beginning stages
of their development can have
very painful gastrointestinal
sickness like colic, constipation
and skin allergies like eczema.
conditions like lactose intolerance, gastroesophageal reflux and
gastric inflammation. Although probiotics need time to take full
effect, it will promote the build up of the “missing” microflora
in baby’s intestinal tract to a level where the right balance is
achieved, thus protecting your baby from further allergies.

Guts and Infant Constipation
It is normal for your baby’s bowel movements to decrease
around 2-6 weeks of age and constipation to occur. This is
because his digestive system is maturing and becoming better
to digest and absorb the nutrients.
The sign of constipation is within the consistency of the
stools, not frequency or strain on its own.
Introducing probiotics as a dietary supplement can help
with constipation. Friendly bacteria are needed to aid in the
digestion of food and can build immunity at the same time. It
is recommended that parents increase water and fibre intake as
a more natural approach first, before starting with probiotics.

Guts and Eczema
In many cases, infant eczema is a reaction to a food allergy with
rashes forming on the cheeks, elbows or knees.
Probiotics can help baby’s eczema by lessening the impact
of those food allergies. While it doesn’t reverse the effect of
being allergic to a food, it alleviates the irritation the food
allergy causes to the baby’s body. In that sense, probiotics can
make your baby more resistant to eczema.
One study conducted in Finland demonstrated that infants
who were given probiotics regularly and from an early age
tended to have a 20 percent rate of allergy. This was in contrast
to another group of infants who were fed the placebo and
showed a more severe affect, with 40 percent rate of allergy.

Guts and Colic

Healthy Guts, Happy Baby

Colic has been considered to be the result of abdominal pain
arising from trapped gas in the digestive tract.
Recently, studies have shown that colicky babies have an
inflammation in the gut and this could be accounted by a lack
of certain beneficial bacteria in the gut flora.
The administering of the probiotics, Lactobacillus
acidophilus, can improve colic and other commonly associated

Gradually start introducing your baby to probiotics
supplements to kickstart their immune system. There are many
to choose from in the market, from tablets to chewable capsules
to powdered formulas.
Find the most suitable for your baby and give him the
advantage he needs for a healthier and more vibrant start to
life!
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toddling

My Favourite
Memories
In a blink of an eye, your little one will grow from
sleeping angel to working professional. Hang
on to those adorable moments today by making
them last. Here are some creative ideas to build a
museum of baby’s treasured moments.

Time

and tide wait for no man. Babies don’t wait
for you too. These small, cuddly beings
grow amazingly fast and before you know it, the first three
years have whizzed past and you are left missing the incoherent
babblings and cute drooling smiles of yesterdays.
Wasn’t it just last month when your little princess
uttered “Papa” over the phone and completely melted
your heart? Didn’t she take her first steps the day
before and give the largest chortle of delight at your
antics?
The growing years of your newborn are most
precious and irreplaceable. While you can’t stop
your baby from getting bigger, you can freeze these
happy memories in time with a bit of effort and
plenty of creativity. 		
For Parents who are:

ARTY-FARTY
You like experimenting with
different arts and crafts
and won’t mind getting
your hands dirty with
glue or paint, even
though it is going to
create another mess to
clean on top of doing
the laundry. You think
out of the box and
enjoy making things.
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No.1 Doctor Recommended Brand

1

Model 18450
(with CPZ filter)
RCP $859

True HEPA Air Purifier
According to the EPA, levels of indoors air pollution can be
two to five times higher than levels outdoors. Research shows
people spend approximately 90% of their time indoors, No
wonder the EPA ranked indoor air pollution as a top public
health concern2. Allergies, asthma and other breathing
conditions can be affected by indoor and outdoor air quality.
In fact, indoor air is filled with thousands of airborne particles
that can be harmful.
A true HEPA air purifier can help reduce airborne particles from the
air that passes through the filter. An effective and high performing
air purifier uses a True HEPA filter that is up to 99.7% efficient at
capturing airborne particles as small as 0.3 microns3 .
Honeywell True HEPA air purifiers are the No. 1 allergists
recommended brand1 , 70% of US allergists who recommend
the Honeywell brand to those patients.

1. Outer Layer: Activated Carbon Pre-filter
Activated carbon pre-filter helps capture larger particles like
lint and fur before passing through the middle layer True
HEPA filter. It helps maximize the True HEPA filter lifespan. It
also helps reduce common household odors3.

2. Middle Layer: True HEPA Filter
True HEPA filer is up to 99.97% efficient at capturing airborne
particles as small as 0.3 microns3.
*HEPA stands for High Efficiency Particulate Absorbing Filter

3. Inner Layer: CPZTM Filter
CPZTM helps absorb the volatile organic compounds emitted
from carpes, paints and sprays in general household3.

YEAR-END
PROMOTION:
FOC Pre-filter worth $24.90
with every unit purchased.
*While stocks last!

Promotion starts from
20th Nov – 31st Dec

Model HA170E RCP $499

Model 18200 RCP $599

* Note: Model 18400 also available at $699

Model 18250
(with CPZ filter) RCP $759

All while stocks last!

+From the air exposed to the UV lights. Based on tests of aspergillus fumigatis, bacteria and fungi forming colonies in a closed room.
Bacterial reduction up to 99.3% with a mean reduction of 88.1%. *From the air that passes through the filter. ** Based on AHAM CADR certification.
† Based on normal use & conditions. †† Performance as compared to Ionic Pro model CADR testing at an independent lab.

Available at | Harvey Norman, Courts, Audio House, Gain City, Selected Best Denki, Mega Discount Stores, Parisilk, selected Popular stores,
Woodlands Domestic, Kong Tai, Bedok Centre Electrical Co., Metro-Centerpoint, BHG-Bugis.
Distributed by Massmark International Pte Ltd 80 Genting Lane (*Drive in through 35 Tannery Road entrance) Ruby Industrial Complex,
Genting block #08-01/05, Singapore 349565. T: 6747 1102 F: 6747 8997 www.massmark.com.sg
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toddling
You can try making a Photo Scrapbook
Instead of storing all your pictures on the camera or computer,
go the old-school route and have them printed.
Don’t only choose the smiling pictures or those where your
little one is dressed in her Sunday best. Usually it is the candid
shots and funny faces that evoke the greatest memories and set
the stage for reveries and story-telling.
This scrapbook can be your baby’s journey since the womb.
Include ultrasound scans, doctor’s appointment card and little
mementos from the hospital such as identification bracelet and
pressed flowers from the congratulatory bouquet you received,
too. Expand from there and show her development - from day
one of coming home to her first birthday.
Organise the pages into specific occasions or have various
themes for each page so that it reads like a book. There are
many art and craft shops in Singapore where you can purchase
pretty papers and stamps to decorate your scrapbook with.
You may also like to make photo calendars by printing your
baby’s pictures on monthly schedules or fold accordion albums
out of construction papers as an alternative to scrapbooking.

Baby Hand and Footprints
Your darling’s hands and feet are not only tiny but are also
unique. Remember them before they grow out of their cuteness.
One way to capture their small proportions would be to
make impressions either with ink, ceramic clay or cement.
This can be done easily at home — simply purchase plaster
making or inkstamp kits from any bookstore, follow the
instructions and start on your project. Or, you can buy powder
cement on your own and mix it to make a mould.
After making the imprints, you can decorate with mosaic
fragments or write her name for a more personalised touch.
Frame them up together with your baby’s birth certificate or
turn it into a paperweight.

TECH-SAVVY
You have all the latest technological gadgets and can type
html codes with eyes closed. The programs and softwares
downloaded on your computer are the most up-to-date versions
and the mouse is akin to a third hand.

You can start an Online Blog
With so many blogging platforms available — Wordpress,
Blogger and Tumblr to name a few, those who wish to combine
their daily musings and digital skills can do so, conveniently.
It would be interesting to treat the blog as a journal of your
child’s growth and progress but what would be more exciting is
to use it as an outlet for imagination.
Just as how some parents have created scenarios around
their peaceful, sleeping baby with props found around the
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house or have their toddlers enact a scene in stop motion style,
you can do more with your blog than lengthy word posts.
Decide on the direction you want your blog to take,
whether it be a site where other moms can get advice and tips
or a photo blog, and have fun updating it with something new
every day.

You can try making Home Videos
All you need is a camera and steady hands and you are well on
your way to making home videos of your little one’s first steps
and very first visit to the zoo etc.
Demonstrate your impeccable video editing skills by
selecting your favourite sound and video clips and weaving both
into a seamless movie-like presentation.
Then, share those special moments with extended family
and friends by uploading on Youtube or your online blog (read
above). If you are more of a private person, save the videos for
family gatherings and watch everyone grow closer laughing over
your baby’s dramatic expressions and frenzied actions.

WHIMSICAL
You don’t follow the status quo and prefer the fanciful side of
life. Doing things playfully is your motto and people are always
surprised with your way of thinking.

You can try making a Quilt
Instead of throwing away the old clothing your child has
outgrown, why not cut out squares and stitch the fabrics
together to make a quilt of familiar smells?
This not only doubles as a comforter on cold nights but also
gives your child something to hold on to like a security blanket.

Time Capsule
Pick a selection of items that represent that specific moment:
today’s newspaper, baby’s first attire home from the hospital,
her favourite toys and pacifier, a family photo, a stamp, the last
grocery receipt and the likes.
Write a note to your future selves and for an added
element of fun, predict what life is going to be like ten years
hence. Ensure that your box or container is acid-free and nonbiodegradable before hiding it in a safe place.
Most importantly, resist the urge to peek for at least a year
but remember your hiding place so you can unveil it a decade
later and be amazed at how much time has altered perspectives.

Act Fast!
Grab your camera, scissors and glue and start capturing these
golden years before your baby grows up quicker than you can
catch-up. Youth is fleeting but memories are permanent, so
invest in the latter to remember the good ol’ times.
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preschooling

Planning A Party
The Santa Way
Christmas is a wonderful time of
sharing, giving and of course, parties!
Learn how to plan your own Christmas
party the easy way and have loads of fun
mingling with your guests – even with
children in tow, says Vivien Goh!

I

s this your first Christmas with your child? Turn it into a
great Christmas affair with these easy steps: When, Who,
Where, What and How?

1. Decisions, Decisions, Decisions - The Date
Dates that are too close to Christmas is a no-no, as people are
usually either travelling, going to other Christmas parties or
doing their last minute shopping etc.
Plan for an early date, as the whole of December is there
for the taking! Weekdays can surprisingly be better for dinner
parties, while Sundays are good for lunch or tea. Saturdays
can be trying, as many parents have to bring their children to
enrichment classes or some might have to work. Plan your date
early so your guests can RSVP earlier.

2. Who’s Invited?
Decide if you want to have a family gathering or one with your
friends and their families. Or perhaps, even one with both
your friends and family. Create a guest list with the following
columns, so that you can plan your food and entertainment
better.
1. Name
2. Contact
3. Email
4. Coming with Spouse?
5. Number of Children
6. Names and Ages
7. Special Diets (No eggs, no milk, no meat, etc.)
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This table helps to organise your thoughts and if you need to
call or email your guests, it would be a whole lot easier.

you are planning a gift exchange to stipulate price range to avoid
disappointed guests.

3. Where Oh Where?

5. How, Howl, Wow!

Venue is important, especially if you are inviting more than 30
people. Ensure that your venue has enough parking spaces and is
accessible by public transportation.
If it is at your house, ensure that you have enough seats or
floor cushions if you are expecting your guests to sit on the floor.
If you are booking entertainment, getting a venue with
enough space for the children to watch the show comfortably is
a must.
If you are holding the party in a restaurant, do check if they
have an event room or are able to allow you to book up sections
of the place in advance.
If you are holding it in a party space, ensure that they do
not charge extra for your own caterers and entertainers or if you
extend beyond the stipulated time. Also check if there are any
other hidden charges for clean-up, etc. You don’t want a nasty
surprise at the end of your fantastic Christmas party!

After you have your date, time, location, venue and guest list, it is
time to send out the invites! You can use the traditional invitation
card or even better, use an e-RSVP service like http://www.
myinvites.com to manage your guest list. This service allows you
to send out pre-designed cards with your own information, and
they even include a map of the venue.
Do remember to preview the card before sending as the
address needs to be typed in full in order for the map the show
the right location. Try to send out your invites at least four
weeks before the party and follow-up with a phone call reminder
one week before.
The RSVP date should, at the very latest, be two weeks
before the party so that you can call caterers and let them know
the number of people coming.
If you are not thinking of using a caterer, Jason’s or Cold
Storage usually has good Christmas roasts, honey baked ham
and all the usual festive Christmas goodies!
Now that you’ve gone through all the simple five steps, it’s
time to plan your own Christmas Party! Christmas is the best
time to catch up with your friends, so make your party really
special! Merry Christmas and make merry!

4. Party, Party, Party!
What kind of party are you thinking of having? A wine and
cheese dinner or a play date tea party? Do you want the kids to
be entertained while the adults are socialising? Do remember if
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ut & About

Here at the LiveWell Baby office, the
LiveWell Baby Championship is one of the main highlights of the
year. This time, we decided to go retro and boy, did the excitement
reach feverish heights! Here’s what went down during the 3-day
fiesta at United Square from 29 September to 1 October.
Formula ‘B’ Race Series:
Crawling & Brisk Walking
An ever-popular event at the LiveWell Baby Championship, the
baby races had no lack of nail-biting moments. To keep things fair
and square, we had to constantly remind the parents to keep their
tiny tots behind the starting line. The babies also had to cross the
finishing line entirely in order to qualify for the semi-finals and
finals; even a tiny toe on the line was not counted as a win.
But since babies aren’t exactly the most predictable of creatures,
there were times when a tiny contestant didn’t cross the finishing
line entirely and their parents went wild trying to convince their
immovable tot to move just a little inch in order to qualify for the next
round. Then there were those who decided that sitting right on top
of the finishing line was the best vantage point to take in the view.
Exciting times, right? Well, as nail biting as it was, everyone had
fun and that was the most important thing of all. Despite various
hiccups, we managed to crown the following champions of their
respective category:

Category A: Ng Kai Ze
Category B: Lam Jun An
Category C: Nur Aulia
Category D: Giovel Asher Tan
Category E: Arushi
Congratulations, speed racers! We hope you and your
parents enjoyed yourselves!
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Little Miss/Mr LiveWell Baby
Yet another popular event that saw numerous
sign-ups, the Little Miss/Mr LiveWell Baby was
a search for the next LiveWell Baby Cover Baby
within the 12 to 24 month age range. Many of
them dressed up to the nines and impressed the
judges with their adorable smiles. Some even
came with cute props like a tiny handbag and
fake glasses to spice up the appearance. In other
words, the competition was stiff and it was
every baby for himself or herself.
But the one who eventually surged ahead
to nab the championship was Ong Qi Yi who
went on stage with his mother and older sister.
Although he gave each of the judges a handmade
flower as a personal touch, it was his expressive
eyes and full head of hair that earned him the
top spot.
Good job, Qi Yi! Thank you for your
lovely flowers!

LiveWell Baby’s Poster Girl/Boy
A modelling contest that was created just for
older kids from 24 to 42 months, the LiveWell
Baby’s Poster Girl/Boy also saw plenty of
enthusiastic responses from our fans. This time,
the kiddos went all out in their fashion choices.
From a classy taitai and an oriental beauty
garbed in cheongsam to a mini Captain Yoo Shi
Jin (from Descendants of the Sun), every single
contestant was a star in his or her own right.
Unfortunately only one winner could be
selected and that honour went to Tan Lui Shin,
who looked like a chibi Captain Yoo Shi Jin
and stole the judges’ hearts completely with his
quiet charm and electrifying smile.
Kam-sa-ham-ni-da, Lui Shin! Don’t steal
too many girls’ hearts, okay?

It Takes Two
If you’ve ever come across a parent and child who
resemble each other so much that you thought
you were having double vision, welcome to It
Takes Two. Like every other contest that took
place during the LiveWell Baby Championship,
there were no short of contestants who wanted
to show the world how much they resembled
each other as parent and child.
We had a stylo-milo business daddy
accompanied by his handphone toting little chip
off the brick, a pair of ravishing Indian dancers,
colour-coordinated father and daughter, and
even a mother-daughter combo who came
dressed in matching retro dresses and poses.
It was a tough choice for the judges as usual
but at the end of the day, Lim Hui Ching and
Amberlyn Lim walked away as the undisputed
champions for their impeccable dress sense,
undeniable chemistry with each other and cute
poses.
Great show there, Hui Ching and
Amberlyn!
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ut & About
Dancing Daddies
Dancing Daddies may be the last event on the third day of the
LiveWell Baby Championship, but the enthusiasm infusing the
daddies and their tiny tots was phenomenal! For instance, one
daddy turned up with a handmade crown and cape. Even his little
daughter was dolled up like a fairy so he definitely deserved points
for being so creative!
We also had Brenda Thiang from Dancing With Little One
come onstage to demonstrate a few dance steps that were easy
enough for the daddies to pick up. Although Brenda guided them
for a few rounds to familiarise themselves with the steps, the daddies
were totally on their own after that. Again, judging was tough
because the daddies were such naturals on their feet!
Nevertheless, Raymund Tan and Danielle Tan outshone
everyone else to become the ultimate champion of the Dancing
Daddies contest.
We are glad you had fun, Raymund and Danielle!

Fun Stuff & All That Jazz
Of course, aside from all the exciting contests, we still had fun
going-ons taking place at the various booths scattered around the
area. PUKU Singapore, for instance, had a photo contest where the
participants had to follow a certain pose, snap a picture and follow
instructions to upload the picture for consideration on Facebook.
There was even a free balloon-sculpturing workshop and special
performance by Mandeville Violin Stars and Guitar Ensemble,
which drew huge crowds because the little performers were such
pros at playing their various instruments. All in all, LiveWell Baby
Championship was a fantastic blast. We had fun organising it and
we hope you guys had fun too!
We would also like to give a shout-out to our generous sponsors
like Kodomo, Himalaya, Grolier, La-Roshe Posay, Eric Seah &
Associates, Combi, Spring Breeze Marketing etc. Thank you all
for your support and see you again next year!

Sponsors:

Venue Sponsor:
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Say Che es e
Puku Photo Contest

Congratulations, Pauline Tan!
You have won the Grand Prize,
a Gift Hamper worth over $300!
Am I as
cute as
Puku?
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LiveWell Baby

Cover Baby

search!

LiveWell Baby is on the
lookout for Singapore’s
cutest babies!

Enter your tiny tot up to the age
of 3 for the ir cha nce to be the
ll
nex t cover model of the LiveWe
Baby magazine. Simply fill in the
contest form for a spe cial $148
photography package at Baobab
t,
Tree Studio, make an app ointmen
and watch the magic unfold!

Feel right at home with Baobab Tree Studio, a premier
photography studio in Singapore that has years of
experience in capturing the energy, excitement, and
spontaneity that is your child on camera. With a cosy
studio atmosphere inspired by unique Korean designs
and a professional photographer from South Korea with
years of extensive experience under her belt, your baby’s
every facial expression and movement will be caught on
camera to create your forever memories flawlessly!
Baobab Tree Studio
WCEGA Tower #22-84 21 Bukit Batok Crescent Singapore 658065
Telephone: 6762 9363
Email: info@baobabtreestudio.com
Website: www.baobabtreestudio.com

148

For $
you get*:

1) 1 hour photo shoot
2) 2 edited soft copies
3) props, 1 theme background
4) Complimentary use of in-house wardrobe
Jointly organised by:

			

Age:		

Parent/Guardian’s details:
Name:					

			

Tel:						

LWB Vol 61

Contest Entry Form
Baby’s details:
Name:					

BC/NRIC:

Address:												
Email:

			

					

Terms & Conditions:
This contest is open to all children from 3 months to 3 years old. | Contest photos must be taken by Baobab Tree Studio. | The organisers reserve the right
to use your child’s photos in LiveWell Baby’s editorial content. | If your child is selected as the winner, there may be a re-shoot for the cover. | LiveWell Baby
and Baobab Tree Studio will select a winner from every issue’s contestants. | The winner will be notified and featured on the following issue’s cover. | Judges’
decisions are final and no correspondence will be entertained.
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ut & About
Singapore’s Largest
Pink Ribbon Parade

It was a grand, vibrant affair at the annual Pink Ribbon Walk as part
of Breast Cancer Awareness Month (BCAM) initiatives by Breast
Cancer Foundation (BCF). Held on 7 October at the Event Square at
Waterfront Promenade, more than 4,000 participants and volunteers
turned up for the event to celebrate BCF’s 20th year anniversary,
despite the unexpected rain. The event is proudly supported by main
sponsor ICAP and co-sponsors Icon SOC and UPS Foundation.
Participants were treated to a visual feast with the Singapore’s
largest Pink Ribbon Parade, sponsored by UPS Foundation.
Choreographed by Mr Gordon Choy, the Parade was made possible
with participation from approximately 120 breast cancer survivors,
families, volunteers, and healthcare professionals and BCAM partners
from National Cancer Centre Singapore, National University Cancer
Institute, Singapore. Participants of the Pink Ribbon Parade dressed
up in 20 different pink ribbon themes and made up 20 vibrant
contingents to commemorate BCF’s 20-year journey of building
awareness and cultivating a network of Shared Courage.
Some contingents that attracted much attention include the
Pink Ribbon Stilt Walkers; BCF’s very own Paddlers in the Pink
who performed a spectacular Paddler’s Salute; Pink Ribbon Thread
and Needles contingent of survivors led by Ms Lily Chan (breast
cancer survivor and volunteer instructor of BCF’s Healing Through
The Arts Programme, Sewing with Lily) representing a festive
celebration of life after breast cancer. The Pink Ribbon Hunks’
march also highlighted the importance of men’s support in the
breast cancer journey.
In addition to the Pink Ribbon Parade, families and children
also had great fun at the Carnival, complete with a mini painting
class conducted for the public by Ms Tan Bee Bee, a breast cancer
survivor and volunteer instructor of BCF’s Art Class under the
Healing Through The Arts Programme. Attendees were also
delighted by the contingent of Pink Ribbon Dogs, Storm Troopers
and Mark & Spencer’s Percy & Penny Pig as they made their
appearances to lend support to BCF’s cause.

WatsOnTrend 2017:
The Glamping Edition

Watsons’ biggest health and beauty event is back this year with a
special ‘glamping’ edition – where guests are treated to an adventure
to unique destinations around the world without sacrificing creature
comforts. The ‘glamping’ adventure highlights the must-have packing
necessities and in-trend product offerings from hot favourites such as
Clio, Max Factor, DHC, COSRX, KOSÉ and Watsons.
Ms Irene Lau, Chief Operating Officer of Watsons Singapore,
said “We have now come to the age of Experience Economy, and at
Watsons, that’s what we hope to focus on moving forward. WatsOnTrend 2017 reinforces new consumer trends where engagement
with the brand has gone beyond browsing and buying. Some of the
exciting products we have in store are trendy colour cosmetics from
brands such as Max Factor and Wet n Wild. We are also listening
to our customer’s feedback in wanting to see new and innovative
K-beauty and J-beauty brands. Our K-beauty shelves for example
will get an upgrade, creating a more exciting space to allow our
K-beauty lovers to explore and experiment with our limited edition
Korean cult skincare brands. Today’s showcase also highlights our
own brands such as Naturals by Watsons, a series of high quality
Bath, Body and Hair care range made with the finest botanical
ingredients sourced from around the world.
We’ve always believed that to look good on the outside, you have
to first feel good on the inside. At Watsons, health and beauty has
always gone hand in hand and we are equally excited to continue
bringing to our consumers the best quality health products from
around the world, some of which are showcased in WatsOn-Trend
2017. Coupled with our constant efforts to enhance our various
retail touchpoints, we
hope to make health
more accessible, and
at the same time more
attractive to all.”
The LiveWell Baby
team dropped by the
event and was blown away
by the various beauty
and health products that
were showcased. Want
to know what products
were on display? Then
read on to find out more
in our product features in
the Shop, Share, Select,
Style, Shout section!
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ut & About
Bio-oil Launches Happy In My Skin –
Beyond The Skin Campaign

What does it mean to be genuinely “Happy In My Skin”? It is a state of
mind that goes beyond the skin surface and stretches to our mental and
emotional well-being. Internal well-being is the state of being comfortable,
healthy and happy. Our skin often reflects how we feel inside, and negative
emotions tend to have an adverse effect on not only our immune system, but
also the condition of our skin. As our skin is the largest organ of our body, it
is most susceptible to being impacted by psychological factors.
To many of us, the condition of our skin affects how we feel, and vice
versa. Therefore, when someone has a skin condition that involves permanent
or semi-permanent scarring, it affects their confidence and makes them shy
away from public. This second installation of “Happy In My Skin - Beyond
the skin” aims to help people define and express a healthy state of emotional
as well as mental well-being that goes beyond the skin surface. As part of
the campaign, Bio-Oil invited a panel of experts to share their perspective
of what it meant to be “Happy In My Skin - Beyond the skin”.
These speakers included Tiffany Wee, an Australian-trained
naturopath and nutritionist, who has been treating clients for a host of
health conditions for the last 15 years, and Lynn Tham, owner and cofounder of The Fierce-Hearted, a company that is centred on the well-being
and recognition of women and mothers. The campaign also showcased a
massage demonstration that featured massage tips for both pre-natal and
post-natal relaxation using Bio-Oil.
Bio-Oil invites the public to join in the conversation through their
Bionike
KidZania
Postmedia
Eventaccounts
138mmWx210mmH
LiveWellBaby
Ad-v1(P)
copy.pdf
1
20/10/17
personal
social
with the
official hashtag
#happyinmyskin2
#biooilsg.
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Shop
Your Health Is In Your Hands

A GPS fitness band packed with smart features, the Gear Fit2 Pro offers advanced real-time
heart rate monitoring1 and built-in GPS tracking so users can track their activities accurately
anywhere. The Gear Fit2 Pro also comes with built-in automatic activity detection2 that can
automatically recognise users’ activities without them having to set it. The Gear Fit2 Pro is
5 ATM3 certified for water resistance, which allows users to now use the device as a Swim
Tracker, allowing them to monitor their progress while doing their laps. Available in Black and
Red, the Gear Fit2 Pro’s all-new secure and ergonomic band is lightweight and comfortable
to use for all activities while its versatile design makes it a stylish accessory. With Spotify’s
Offline mode, users can also listen to their favourite music offline or even without their
smartphone, and enjoy their favourite tunes regardless of where they are as long as they have
a Spotify Premium account.
The Gear Fit2 Pro will be available at $268 at all telecommunication operators, major
consumer electronics stores, authorised mobile retailers, Samsung Experience Stores and
online retailers Lazada Singapore, Hachi, Amazon and Rack85. Additional straps for the Gear Sport will also be available at all
Samsung Experience Stores and major consumer electronic stores at $48.
For more information, visit: http://www.samsung.com/sg/wearables/
1. Not intended for use in detection, diagnosis, treatment, monitoring or management of any medical condition or disease. Any healthrelated information accessed through the device(s) and/or application(s) should not be treated as medical advice. Users should seek any
medical advice from a physician.
2. Automatic tracking will only be activated after user has been running or walking for more than 10 minutes continuously. For shorter
workouts, manual activation is required.
3. Resistant to water up to 5 ATM (equivalent to depth of 50 metres), testing under ISO standard 22810:2010, under specific conditions.
According to accredited test results, individual results may vary. Should not be used for scuba diving, water-skiing, or other activities
involving high-velocity or high-pressure water or submersion below shallow depth.

Lightest Ergonomic
School Backpack

Bromin, a Singapore-based bag maker
and importer, has launched a new series of
lightweight ergonomic school backpacks
for early schoolers aged six to 10. The
ergonomic Bromin backpack promotes
better spinal health for school children and
weighs just under 0.7 kg – a breakthrough
from the usual weight of 0.9 kg. What’s
more, the backpacks are priced affordably
under S$90 and have lifetime product
warranty. A locally designed Bromin
backpack has support cushions and stress-free chest belt and waist straps which further distribute the weight on a child’s back.
There are reflective light strips so that the children stay safe even at night. The first two designs launched in Singapore are Bromin
Tech (U.P. $88; launch price: $68) and Bromin Lite (U.P. $108; launch price: $88). Pre-order the bags online to enjoy S$20 off retail
price, and delivery will be made in early November 2017 before the new school year!
Pre-order on Bromin’s official website www.brominemporter.com/kids now.

YOLO

With the launch of its second takeaway outlet at Star Vista this October, the time has
come for YOLO to put a fresh new spin on the menu. The dynamic takeaway outlet
has reimagined some of our customers’ hawker favourites into healthy high-protein,
low-calorie dishes. Just as how having Thai, Japanese, Korean and Malay food stalls
are key cornerstones to a well-loved hawker centre, YOLO is bringing the same variety
and great new tastes to customers looking to get healthy, without compromising
on the food they love. A standard plate of Thai Basil Chicken Rice typically has 778
calories; YOLO’s Basil Minced Chicken with Brown Rice & Egg with 580 calories
switches out white rice for brown basmati rice, and replaces the sauces with natural
herb flavouring. This way, customers feel fuller for longer with more protein, without
the calorie overload or food coma from the sugar spike. Other new Thai dishes on the
menu include Tom Yam, Tom Yam Tilapia, Chicken Teriyaki Salad and the Thai Wing
Bean Salad.
YOLO is available at ICON Village, Star Vista and delivery via Ubereats, Deliveroo and
Honestbee.
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Select
Extra Space You Need

VAGO, a baggage compression device that enables
travellers to save up to 50% space in their bags and
suitcases, promises to solve the packing woes of
Singaporean travellers. The lightweight, 70mm long device
is able to compress soft items placed in a vacuum bag,
reducing the size of the bag and leaving space for extra
clothing, gifts or other items. The VAGO devices are
available in white, black, purple and pink models, and are
powered by a simple USB cord with Android connecter that
can be attached to a plug or portable battery pack, taking
mere minutes to reduce even large items by half.
VAGO are offering a limited pre-order offer 30% discount (from
SGD99 to SGD69) for all Singapore residents when you order
through www.vago.com.sg on or before December 31, 2017.

Spaa Reviving This Xmas

Know of anyone in desperate need of a spa getaway?
With this refreshing and fragrant Spaa Retreat Reviving
Collection, revive your senses whilst calming and soothing
your skin in the comfort of your own home. This set also
contains Aloe Vera extract and Pro Vitamin B5 ingredients
further healing your skin. The Spaa Reviving Collection
includes:
• 150 ml Body Wash
• 100 ml Body Lotion
• 100 ml Body Scrub
• 50g Bath Fizzer and a Body Puff
This Spaa Reviving Collection is exclusively available at selected
Watsons Stores for $15.90.

World’s First Medical Baby App1

Kira Kira!

Kira Kira is a premium Japanese baby care and diaper
brand that’s specially tailored for the Asian baby’s skin. It
uses hypoallergenic and natural ingredients that are gentle
on your little one’s skin so you never have to worry about
or deal with pesky skin irritations. Kira Kira organic baby
care products are formulated by NIPPON DSG Technology
GK, with key organic, ingredients from Japan, giving
mums absolute peace of mind, with regards to product
safety and comfort for the babies. Kira Kira diapers, on
the other hand, are premium products for newborns and
babies. Designed with adorable and colourful patterns
and made from Innovative Japanese Technology such as
the Magic Dry Bubble Sheet that boosts a fast and high
absorption rate, the superb absorbent materials keep
baby’s skin comfy and dry.

With uGrow, parents now have instant access to data
driven information through their smartphones to help
them navigate whatever developmental stage their child
is currently in. The app features an interactive timeline
and helps parents track baby’s vital statistics and growth,
nursing frequency, diaper output and sleep cycles. When
used in conjunction with the Philips Avent Smart Ear
Thermometer, it also tracks temperature and keeps parents
updated on the wellbeing of their child. The app is able to
alert parents to any anomalies in the pattern of the data
recorded and offers dynamic content and insights provided
by a panel of breastfeeding, sleep and developmental
psychology experts that is mapped to baby’s age, so
that the advice parents receive through the app is always
unique and tailored to their needs. Download the uGrow
app for free from the App Store and Google Play.
To learn more about uGrow, visit http://www.philips.com.sg/cm-mo/ugrow-baby-development-tracker.html.
1
The uGrow app is registered as a medical device in the
European Union countries under the European Union Regulation
Council Directive 93/42/EEC.

Available on Qoo10, Lazada and Shopee, quality and safe baby
products from Kira Kira are only a click away!
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Share
Tiger Mom Alert!

Bugaboo has joined forces with Australian label We Are Handsome to create a
range of stroller and luggage accessories that celebrate the spirit of adventure. This
collaboration brings together two brands that are fiercely passionate about design.
The Bugaboo by We Are Handsome collection is iconic and instantly recognizable and
underlines both brands’ love for travel and creativity. Answer the call of the wild and
transform your Bugaboo stroller with the Bugaboo by We Are Handsome collection.
What better way to introduce your child to the endless and abundant magic of the
inspiring world we live in? Share your love for the beautiful things in life and the wonder
of travel with these edgy, vibrant designs that are definitely not for the faint of heart. The
limited-edition range of stroller accessories includes:
•
•
•
•

Bugaboo Tailored Fabric Set for the Bugaboo Cameleon ($319)
Bugaboo Sun Canopy for the Bugaboo Bee ( $199)
Bugaboo Footmuff (fits all Bugaboo strollers) ($269)
Bugaboo High Performance Rain Cover (fits all Bugaboo strollers) ($149)

The We Are Handsome collection will be available in Singapore from First Few Years,
Mothercare and Motherswork for a limited period from November 2017

Christmas Capsule

PAZZION’s Christmas Capsule Collection 2017 ushers in the highly anticipated season of the year amidst a stark wintry
backdrop, all glitzy and glamourous. Adding to the holiday cheer is every girl’s favourite – glittery flats, shiny laser-cut heels,
oversized crystal embellished sandals and classy sneakers. The collection will be available in stores island-wide and online
from 29 November 2017 onwards.

Growing Up Milk

Growing children require strong nutritional support to help them keep up with the demands
of school and play in their formative years. This is especially so for kids in Singapore, who are
constantly on the go – attending school, enrichment classes and engaging in daily activities indoors
and outdoors. To support their nutritional needs, milk should remain an integral part of children’s
diets. GROW®, specially created for school-going children in Singapore, now comes in delicious
chocolate flavour, making it the only* chocolate-flavoured growing-up milk powder available here!
GROW® Chocolate, is designed to appeal to the taste buds of children, making drinking milk a truly
enjoyable experience. Not all milk or milk-based beverages are the same in terms of nutritional value.
Compared to chocolate malted beverage and chocolate-flavoured fresh milk, GROW® is packed with
the IMMUNIGROWTM nutrient system that provides calcium, vitamin D, DHA, choline, taurine, 26
vitamins and minerals as well as 2 prebiotics to support a child’s overall growth and development.
Visit GROW.sg for more information.
*As compared between Stages 3 to 5 formula milk brands in Singapore, excluding Child Nutrition
Supplement.
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Style
TurboLight Oil Control

Nestlé Baby Club

Are you an expecting mummy-to-be? Then don’t forget to
sign up for the Nestlé Baby Club as a new pregnant member
and receive a goodie bag worth $250! Membership is free,
but the benefits are galore. Not only will you enjoy nutritional
expertise from Nestlé’s dedicated Careline and parenting
resources at www.starthealthy.nestle.com.sg, interactive
tools and EDM newsletters will also be at your fingertips for
you to get the latest news on member exclusive promotions
and events.

The TurboLight Oil Control Matcha Deep Clean Foaming
Gel is Garnier Men’s first ever gel cleanser that is infused
with antioxidant Matcha to purify skin and deeply cleanse
pores. A cup of Matcha tea is an instant
boost of antioxidant for the body, but
it also has great effects on oily skin.
Matcha has the ability to slow down
excessive sebum production and reduce
inflammations. This star ingredient
not only rebalances the skin’s sebum
and reduces breakouts, it is a natural
astringent that also has antibacterial
properties. Unlike some foam cleansers,
this refreshing gel cleanser helps to
detoxify the skin from daily impurities and
thoroughly eliminates oil and pollution,
while retaining the skin’s natural moisture
so that there is no dryness or tightness
post-wash. Its rich lather is tough on dirt
but gentle on the skin!

Don’t wait any longer. Sign up for the Nestlé Baby Club at
www.starthealthy.nestle.com.sg today!

The Garnier Men TurboLight Oil Control Matcha
Deep Clean Foaming Gel retails for $9.50 and is available at all
Watsons, Guardian, Fairprice, Cold Storage, Giant and leading
supermarkets and department stores.

Legs Relaxation

Dancing With Little Ones

A moisture rich leg gel pad that cools your legs through
vaporization of water, caring for tired legs after long
hours of walking, standing, wearing heels or doing sports
has never been easier. Formulated with five aromatic
oil fragrances (Lavender, Sage, Rosemary, Lemon and
Orange), the Kyusoku Jikan Cooling Leg Gel Pad ($7.50 per
pack of 6 sheets) not only pampers legs, but also relaxes
the senses. The adhesive is gentle on the skin adheres
firmly on leg till the next morning.
Another cooling option is the Kyusoku Jikan Cooling
Foot Gel Pad ($18.95 per pack of 12 sheets) that soothes
and comforts tired feet naturally with protrusions that help
to stimulate acupuncture points on the soles of your feet.
Formulated with a blend of five aromatic oil fragrances
(Lavender, Sage, Rosemary, Lemon and Orange) and high
cooling water content, this gel pad will give you a refreshing
and relaxing experience. Suitable to use after long hours of
walking, standing, wearing heels or doing sports.
Last but not least, the Kyusoku Jikan Moisturizing
Heel Gel Pad ($18.95 per pack of 8 sheets) helps to make
dry and rough heels feel smooth, supple and moisturized
naturally with overnight use. Its unique flower shaped
design fits well to the arch of the heels. It smoothens rough
skin around the heels with Fruit Acid and moisturizes dry
heels with high content gel pad with Jojoba Oil. On top of
that, it’s gentle on skin, easy and convenient to use.

Led by Brenda Thiang, the Babywearing Dance
Programme "DancingwithLO" (Dancing with Little One)
is a low impact dance that is completed together with
a parent and child. With her years of experience as a
dancer, dance instructor and mother, she is able to
engage her participants at the same level. Not only can
daddies/mummies get active, they can also bond with
their child through this loving dance and their nurturing
touch. In addition, they meet new friends with the same
interests and learn from one another. Brenda currently
runs private classes and for events.
You can visit her website at www.dancingwithlo.com, her IG
account at @dancingwithlo or Facebook page at https://www.
facebook.com/dancingwithlo.

All products are exclusively available at Watsons.
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Save
Everyday Comfort

Enriched with Shea Butter and Sunflower
Seed Oil – moisturising ingredients that
are well-known to be highly moisturising
– the Cetaphil® Baby Daily Lotion gently
moisturises and protects your baby’s
delicate skin from within. Pleasantly
refreshing, this lotion is so easily absorbed
that even adults can use it! On top of
that, it’s free from colourants, mineral oil
as well as parabens. Dermatologically
tested, the Cetaphil® Baby Daily Lotion is
recommended by paediatricians* to care for
your child’s delicate skin every day so you
can use it with absolute peace of mind.
It retails for $24.90 at selected Cold Storage,
FairPrice, Guardian Health & Beauty, Unity
Pharmacy and Watsons.
* Total of 200 dermatologists & paediatricians in
Germany surveyed online from Feb to Mar 2015

The Healthier
Culinary Oil

An all-purpose gourmet oil that
meets the criteria of a healthy oil,
Canada-made LABO Nutrition
Camelina Oil is produced
with 100% pure Camelina oil,
extracted from the seeds of
Camelina Sativa plant through a
unique mechanical cold pressing
process. A light, aromatic and
highly nutritious gourmet oil,
LABO Camelina Oil is a treasure
trove of omega 3-6-9; one table
spoon delivers your daily dose of
essential fatty acids.
LABO Camelina Oil retails at
$24.90 for 500ml and is exclusively
available at Unity Pharmacy and
online at lifestreamgroup.com.

Jay’s Creationz

Are you looking for the perfect touch for
your child’s birthday party? Then look no
further than Jay’s Creationz. A big favourite at
family events, weddings and workshops, Jay
and her team are experts at essential party
elements like balloon sculpturing, balloon
décor, henna art, face painting, party hosting,
and glitter tattoos.
To find out what Jay and her team can do for your
party or event, email her at jayshaik@gmail.com
or call 9012 4904.

Stretch Marks No More

Prevent and reduce the appearance of stretch marks with the
Placentor Vegetal Stretch Mark Active Concentrate. Thanks to its
powerful combination of plant-based ingredients, this doubleaction cream targets the source of the stretch mark formation
process and reduces the appearance of stretch marks by reducing
the depth, width and colour of the unsightly marks. Placentor
Vegetal Stretch Mark Active Concentrate
improves the suppleness and firmness of
your skin by stimulating collagen production
and it also has a non-greasy texture for easy
absorption. On top of that, it’s backed by
clinical trials that prove that it delivers the
results. In fact, you can see visible results
after just 56 days. All you need to do is apply
the Placentor Vegetal Stretch Mark Active
Concentrate in the morning and at night on
stretch-mark prone areas like the breasts,
buttocks, abdomen and thighs.
It retails for $39.90 at selected Guardian,
Watsons and Unity stores. For more information
about Placentor Vegetal Stretch Mark Active
Concentrate, visit http://www.placentor.com/
stretch-mark-active-concentrate.
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Specialist Skincare Oil

Bio-Oil is a specialist skincare
oil that helps to improve the
appearance of scars, stretch
marks and uneven skin tone.
In fact, many doctors and
pharmacists around the world
recommend Bio-Oil as their
first choice for scars and
stretch marks. It contains a
unique breakthrough ingredient
PurCellin Oil™, which ensures
that the active ingredients are
rapidly absorbed into the skin
without leaving an oily residue
behind. Bio-Oil is not only
suitable for use on the face and
body; it’s also great for sensitive
skin since it’s hypoallergenic and non-acnegenic
(doesn’t cause acne). Rich in Vitamins A, E
and natural plant oils like Lavender; Bio-Oil is
available in 3 sizes at all leading pharmacies,
selected departmental stores and hospitals.
For more information,visit www.bio-oil.com.
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Shout
Fresh Air On The Go

Do you know that indoor air pollution can sometimes be a
bigger problem than outdoor air pollution? From smoke that
is caught onto fabrics, to dust and airborne allergens that get
passed on through pets or our own family members, indoor air
pollution could be detrimental to our family's health. Luckily for
us, 3M has created the Vehicle Air Purifier Plus – an advanced
four-layer filtration system that purifies the air
in your car in minutes. Made of permanently
charged polymer fibers, the first layer of
the filter attracts and captures hair and
larger particles, while the second layer
traps unwanted micro-particles like PM2.5
particles. Odours from food and sweat,
and harmful compounds like dust are also
removed from the air as they pass through
the latter layers. Sounds good, right?
Get yours today at official 3M e-stores at Lazada.
sg and Qoo10.sg for just $299! *One set of filters
is included with the device.

Art For The Whole Family

The Affordable Art Fair, the leading showcase for affordable
contemporary art, returns from 17 – 19 November 2017 at the
F1 Pit Building. All set to turn the city pink for its eighth Autumn
Edition, the fair will be offering a fresh plethora of local, regional
and international talents featuring over 65 galleries. There are
activities for your kids to harness their inner creativity while
you enjoy exploring the fair as well. The children’s art studio
will be inspiring a new generation of little artists by educating
them in contemporary arts with engaging, creative experiences
and challenges. Explorers at Work*, for example, is a suitable
programme for children aged 4-12 years old. Participants will
be taught to create a whimsical 3D diorama that incorporates
tactile materials such as clay, aluminium foil, sequins, crepe
paper and even unconventional medium such as coffee powder.
For more information and to purchase tickets online, visit https://affordableartfair.com/fairs/singapore.
*7 kids per workshop session. Registration and payment at the Children’s Art Studio during fair days on a first-come, first-served basis

Take Care Of Your Dry Skin

A moisturising formula concentrated in Niacinamide to instantly soothe and
protect skin from external aggressors, Lipikar Fluide from La Roche-Posay is
suitable for your baby’s delicate skin as well as children and adults with sensitive,
dry, and atopy-prone skin. It’s free from fragrance and parabens, so you can trust
it to moisturise, soothe and protect the skin, and restore the barrier function of
the skin. On the top of that, it has an ultra-light texture to facilitate and speed up
daily application for the best results. Pair it with Lipikar Gel Lavant and you have
the perfect combo to caring for your child’s sensitive skin. A soft and creamy
foamy gel that neutralises the damaging effects of hard water and doesn’t make
the eyes sting, Lipikar Gel Lavant cleanses and respects the skin’s physiological
balance by soothing and protecting sensitive skin as well as replenishing lipids.
In fact, it’s so gentle that you can use it on the face, body, your baby’s scalp as
well as intimate areas.
For more information, visit www.laroche-posay.sg.
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mummy mind

Eat HEART

HEALTHY
With A Twist

We all have our local favourites when it comes to the 3 main meals of the day,
but it’s never too late to put a healthier spin on them! Angela May, Culinary
Host and Consultant, Chef-Owner of Ange Cafe @ Glasshouse Robinsons
The Heeren, steps in to put a fresh twist on Singapore’s breakfast favourite
with her creation of soft-boiled eggs over whole grain farro and red pepper
pesto; Bak Kut Teh made with quinoa and yellow curry with mackerel and
vegetable puree. Enjoy!
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mummy mind

The Other

“MOTHER”
M

arriage is another stage of your love story; it brings
you new challenges, new responsibilities and -- new
family members. These new family members, called
in-laws, can either be a blessing or a curse on you and also your
marriage.
But although relations-in-law can be harsh and difficult to
tackle, you should remember that you have an important role to
play in ensuring a harmonious and workable relationship.
And some day, you too will be someone’s relation-in-law.
Why not come to terms with that, and learn all you can now
from your experience?

Who is a mother-in-law?
One formidable in-law you have to deal with is the mother of
your husband – now also your mother “in” the eyes of “law”.
Yes, despite any resentment you might feel about having to
share him, the fact is that she is the woman who gave birth

62

to your other half. She also nursed him, raised, fed, nurtured,
taught and cared for him. She is unique and non-replaceable.
At least not by your husband, anyway.

Oh, my Mama Mia!
Yes, there’s all too many stories of how a Mother-in-law can
transform into Monster-in-law, seemingly overnight.
Every woman it seems has a negative attitude against their
daughters-in-law since she must now be below another woman
– her daughter-in-law – when it comes to her son’s priorities.
But consider that a daughter-in-law is just like a stranger that
invaded her and her son’s life and mother-son relationship, and
you won’t find it hard to understand her ‘upsetting’ attitude.
But it gets worse. For example, most MILs (it seems) assume
that daughters-in-law are just manipulators who wickedly
control their son’s lives, because daughters-in-law affect every
decision their sons make.
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disrespectful act implies that you are rude, and worst, you are
hurting your husband’s beloved one. It is a dangerous sign for
your marriage.
Also, don’t treat her the way you treat your mother.
Remember, she is not your parent and you are not her daughter.
Be polite and careful in every moment. A true mother forgives
everything. She is not your mother!

E-N-D-U-R-E

Is your
mum-inlaw causing
trouble in
paradise?
We has
some tips
for winning
this guerrilla
war before
one of you
goes MIA.
And we’ve all learnt from TV drama series that mothers-inlaw like to wait until no one else in the room so that she can do
and say anything to hurt you without anyone knowing. Thus,
you can’t seek help from witnesses and worse, your spouse may
not believe you.
How do you deal with the Monster-in-law who likes to
constantly complain and criticize your every act – always saying
that you are rude, you are stupid, that your house is dirty and
messy, your cooking sucks and ultimately, insinuates that you
are not her son’s Miss. Right?
Well, lest the sins of your mother-in-law be visited upon
your daughter-in-law, here’s what you should do.

R-E-S-P-E-C-T
No matter whether your mother-in-law becomes a monsterin-law or not, you should always be respectful to her. It is
because she is not a stranger but your husband’s mother. Any

Monsters-in-law often subject their daughters-in-law to
physical, mental and emotional hurt. You are probably not
going to be able to change their behaviour. What you need to
do is to protect yourself, your family, and the future.

E-X-P-R-E-S-S
To deal with your monster-in-law, firstly, you need to
express your feelings to your spouse. Don’t make judgmental
comments, however. Say something that lets your honey know
that his mother’s acts and attitude hurt you. Do not criticize
her because she is his mother, but don’t protect her either as it
would become an excuse for her acts.
You can describe the incident that hurt you, and suggest your
spouse respectfully tell his mother that she is not being nice, and
her act hurts you both.

S-U-P-P-O-R-T
The next step is to get his support. Since your spouse is your
monster-in-law’s dear son, she will not do anything to hurt him.
Thus, getting spousal support is the best way to conquer the
monster. It is a power play after all, no?
To get spousal support, you need to make him understand
that he can help to solve this relationship problem. During
pillow talk, communicate that the problem goes beyond isolated
incidents. Ask him to talk to his mother and in no uncertain
terms, outline clear boundaries over which she must not step.
He must also be willing to follow up his statements with action
and definitive consequences.
If your spouse doesn’t support you, tell your spouse seriously
that it will be a problem that plagues your entire marriage. Lay
down clearly the deal-breakers for your marriage. Let him know
before it’s too late, so that he has time to remedy the situation.

B-E K-I-N-D
Last but not least, be kind. That’s her son you’ve taken over. For
better or worse. For richer or poorer. Till death do you part.
That’s a pretty tall order. Which mother will not doubt her
daughter-in-law’s ability to live up to it?
So sweeten the deal with sweet gifts and even sweeter words.
Remember, there is just only one thing worse than turning into
your mother – and that is turning into your monster-in-law.
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9 months

What Your

Body Kneads
Before, during or after pregnancy,
a massage is said to be able to
promote general health and
wellbeing. So, is getting a pre- and
post-natal massage for you?
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A

bsolutely.Pre-and post-natal massages are beneficial
therapeutic bodywork which focus on the special
needs of mothers. And before mothers undergo
the dramatic changes of childbirth, pre-natal massages are
especially helpful.
Because of the myriad of changes pregnant women
undergo, pre-natal massage therapists are trained to understand
all stages of pregnancy and cater specifically to the different
needs and altering bodies of different mothers.

Pre-natal Massage
The most common complaint amongst pregnant women is
lower backache. Usually caused by the weight of the baby
changing the centre of gravity and putting stress on back, neck,
abdominals and shoulders, backaches are also caused by the
pelvic joints becoming less stable, which is compounded by
the ligaments relaxing, thereby pulling the pelvis forward and
shifting the posture.
These instances call for a certified prenatal massage
therapist to identify sore spots and provide relief.
On top of that, it is believed that massage therapy may
relieve depression and anxiety caused by hormonal changes
common to pregnant or post-natal mums.
This is especially good for women susceptible to
depression, pre- or postpartum. Increased
relaxation allows mums to sleep better,
thereby giving them a happier and
healthier pregnancy, and possibly an
easier childbirth.
In general, pre- or post-partum
massage generally soothes and
relieves tension and nervousness.
Further to that, less anxiety can
boost one’s immunity as well.

Post-natal Massage
For mums who just delivered, postnatal benefits are similar. Mums usually
experience even more severe tiredness and
backaches the first few days post-delivery, and
a massage would help.
Finally, it is believed that massage
therapy can aid in regaining one’s
post-pregnant shape, as it restores the
abdominal muscle wall and contract
the uterus to its normal size. Further
to that, it removes water retention and
reduces unsightly stretch marks.
But although a massage therapist is
able to anticipate the multitude of needs each
mum may have, a massage may not be not for

everyone.
For instance, post-natal massages are not recommended for
women who have had Caesarean deliveries, severe hypertension
or serious protruding varicose veins. Be sure to talk to your
massage therapist beforehand to communicate your own special
needs.

Infant massage
The magic of massage can be applied to your infant too. In fact,
infant massage may assist in the following:

Brain development
Beyond social development, researchers in neonatal
development have discovered that physical touch influences
proper brain and physical development.

Pain relief and relaxation
Multiple studies all over the world have found skin to skin
contact and baby massage improved mother-infant interaction,
sleep and relaxation, reduced crying and reduced stress
hormones levels.
Babies also needed less time to fall asleep, slept better, and
had higher body temperatures when they received skin-to-skin
care.
One particular study found that infants whose
fathers spent time caring for them on their chests
became drowsy within 60 minutes after birth,
whereas infants cared for in a cot reached
the same stage after 110 minutes.
The infants in the skin-to-skin group
were comforted, that is, they stopped
crying, became calmer, and reached a
drowsy state earlier than the infants in
the cot group

Better breathing
Frequent and regular physical contact
between mother and babies has shown to
improve breathing in babies.

Immune development
Studies have shown a link between increased
physical contact between mother-baby and
better immune development of the baby.

Weight gain
Babies that have been touched more often
have been found to gain weight faster. It helps
them crawl & walk earlier, as well.
So you see, massage is definitely useful – not
just for you, but for your baby!
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9 months

Pain-Free
Labour:
Yay or Nay?
Does pain-free labour come
with a price? Leanna Tan wants
to push for epidural-free
births, but can she deliver?
You decide – ultimately.

B

lame the movies. Every time we see a mother
screaming in agony, red in the face and/or cursing
and swearing as a terrified hubby faints at the sight of
mere blood, yet another generation of gullible young girls are
scared into choosing to stay childless, much to the frustration
of their future husbands and mother-in-laws.
If only they know how painless – even nearly bloodless childbirth is today.

Take away the pain
Yes, delivery pain is no longer a given in this day and age. New
mother Lydia told us frankly, “If there’s a way for me to be
pain-free, why not take it? Medical science advances occur for
good reasons.”
She’s talking, of course, about the epidural.
Why not indeed? Apparently an epidural has several
unintended consequences.
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EPIDURALS MAY CAUSE YOUR BLOOD PRESSURE TO
SUDDENLY DROP. THIS HYPOTENSION OCCURS IN
ABOUT 30 TO OVER 50% OF EPIDURAL DELIVERIES, AND
IS THE MOST COMMON SIDE EFFECT.
Good for You
On the bright side:
• Hey, no pain.
• And it’s a reasonable, rational compromise between
the non-involvement of a C-section and the all-senses
experience of an actual sweaty delivery.
Mostly, that’s about it.

•

•

Bad for You
On the not so bright side:
• An epidural can interfere with the release of oxytocin
hormones. As oxytocin helps your uterus contract
effectively, women on an epidural might also require
additional synthetic oxytocin.
• Oxytocin also affects social bonding, which is why it’s
sometimes called the ‘love hormone.’ It is important in
helping a mother bond with her newborn. Thus, some
researchers believe human mothers who deliver using an
epidural are at a disadvantage when it comes to bonding
with their newborn.
• Catecholamines hormones help provide energy to give
the final push to deliver a baby. An epidural reduces the
release of these important hormones. Thus, a mom who has
received an epidural may have more difficulty pushing out
her baby – increasing the risk of requiring assisted delivery
via drugs, vacuum, forceps or Caesarean.
• Epidurals may cause your blood pressure to suddenly
drop. This hypotension occurs in about 30 to over 50% of
epidural deliveries, and is the most common side effect.
• You may experience shivering, itching, ringing of the ears,
backache, soreness where the needle is inserted, nausea, or
difficulty urinating afterwards.
• A spinal headache occurs up to 10% of the time and can be
mild or debilitating. It might last days and even weeks.
• Thanks to the numbing effect of the epidural, the inability
to feel pain may hinder the progress of your labour and may
also increase the likelihood of other interventions leading to
an emergency c-section.
• Your nipples are a muscle and the drugs from the epidural
may affect their ability to become erect and thus your baby’s

•

ability to latch on for suckling – which may account for
breastfeeding problems – something you will want to avoid.
A British study found that women were twice as likely to
experience postpartum hemorrhaging when they used an
epidural in labor.
Very rare but serious complications can include convulsions,
respiratory paralysis, cardiac arrest, allergic shock to the
epidural medications and permanent nerve damage in the
area where the catheter was inserted.
Epidurals don’t always work - uneven, incomplete or even
nonexistent pain relief can occur 10% of the time

Bad for Baby
•

•

•

•

Foetal distress and abnormal foetal heart rate is a secondary
side effect of the epidural and it is most likely due to a drop
in your blood pressure, being on your back or both. Foetal
distress also increases the likelihood that your baby may
require an assisted delivery.
An epidural may result in your baby feeling drowsy at
birth. This obviously interferes with your ability to bond
immediately following birth.
A drugged baby may also have a poor sucking reflex, which
may interfere with breastfeeding – you really really want to
avoid this.
Short-term newborn effects can include subtle
neurobehavioral effects, such as irritability, inconsolability
and a decreased ability to track an object visually or to shut
out noise and bright light.

We don’t know what their doctors told them, but it might
be in light of the above that epidural-free births are becoming
increasingly popular in countries like USA and Australia.
For example, many Hollywood celebrities have said no
to an epidural. These include Kate Winslet, Jessica Alba and
Angelina Jolie. Even local actress Evelyn Tan chose not to have
an epidural in all three of her deliveries.
But no matter what your choice - we won’t judge you.
You and all mothers have our respect instead. Epidural or
not, though, remember to push. Push! Push! Push! That’s the
spirit!
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Leftover Treasures
Sometimes it’s more about the
presentation than the taste that will get
through to your picky eater. Here we
give you the best of both worlds with
2 fun and healthy lunch box ideas that
are as creative as they are delicious!

Bird’s Nest Pasta
with Cheesy Chicks
What you need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spaghetti or linguine
Chicken nuggets
Mini mozzarella balls
Black sesame seeds
Carrot
Cherry tomatoes
Corn
Peas
Broccoli
String bean
Ketchup or preferred condiment
Straw
Flower/ Star cookie cutters
Cupcake mould/muffin cup

Homemade
Chicken Nugget:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Here’s how to turn yesterday’s leftover pasta
into today’s lunch!

1. Pile a pasta serving into a cupcake mould to form a nest but leave a small hole in
the centre to fill with the baby chicks.
2. The chicks are actually mini mozzarella balls. Cut “V” shaped carrots and use
them as the mouth. Add black sesame seeds for the eyes.
3. Conversely, instead of using mozzarella balls for the chicks, you can substitute
with hard-boiled egg or quail egg. To add a dash of colour, use about half a cup
of water and add 2-4 drops of yellow food colouring. Then drop the peeled egg
in and let it soak. The longer you soak, the darker the colour!
4. You can also decorate the nest with peas or round mozzarella shapes cut out
from a straw.
5. Slice the chicken nuggets into half so they open like a book and spread a thin
layer of ketchup or mustard - according to your child’s preference - before
sandwiching back together.
6. Arrange the pasta nest and chicken nuggets side by side in the lunch box.
7. Fill the empty spaces with broccoli, string beans, carrot flowers (refer to recipe
on previous page) and tomatoes stuffed with corn and peas to give your child
his veggie serving. Yummy!

2 chicken breasts, cubed
½ cup flour
½ cup cornmeal
1 ½ tsp seasoning salt
½ tsp black pepper
1 egg, beaten
½ cup milk
2 tbsp canola oil

To make Tomato ladybug:

To make Chicken nuggets:

1. Mix the flour, cornmeal, salt and pepper in a large bowl.
2. Combine the egg and milk in a medium-size bowl.
3. Place the chicken pieces in the egg/milk mixture to coat before
transferring them to the coating-mix bowl.
4. Cover each piece thoroughly with the coating mix.
5. Heat the oil in a pan over medium-high heat.
6. Place the chicken pieces on the pan and cook, stirring
occasionally so all sides brown evenly or until the chicken is
cooked through.

1. Remove the stalk from the cherry tomatoes.
2. Using the straw or paper hole puncher, cut out several circles from the nori sheet. If the straw
cannot cut through, make indentations first before using a scissors to cut.
3. Cut a thin strip of nori and a square shape of nori that is long enough to go round the tomato.
4. Moisten the top half of the tomato with water before putting the square nori around it. Remove the
excess but leave about 1cm for the feelers.
5. Cut a “V” shape on the leftover nori. On the right slant, press down the left corner and twist the
right to form the feelers. Do the opposite for the left.
6. Place the thin strip of nori down the middle of the tomato.
7. Add the spots on either side of the tomato.
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To make Corn
& peas stuffed
tomato:

1. Remove ¼ of the
cherry tomato and
core the tomato.
2. Fill the sides of the
pitted tomato with
corn and add the pea
in the middle.
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Blooming Jelly
Flower Garden
What you need:
•
•
•
•
•

Lettuce
Strawberry jam or any fruit preserve
with the colour your child likes
Carrot
Cucumber
Cheese slices

To make Ham flowers:

1. Start with a piece of round or square
ham. This technique can also work
with a thin-cooked egg omelette. Cut
lines in the middle of the ham but not
all the way through.
2. Fold the ham in half then roll up the
folded ham length wise. Make sure
to roll fairly tight to keep the “stem” of
the flower together.
3. Fan out the petals of the ham flower
and tuck it into the lunch box.

To make Carrot flowers:
1. Slice your carrot into coins and use
a plastic cap or small circle cookie
cutter to cut out round shapes.
2. Use the star-shaped cookie cutter to
cut small “v” shapes around the edge
of the carrot slice or just one side to
make a tulip shape.
3. If you don’t have a cookie cutter, use
your knife to cut as many inverted “V”
shapes as you want for each flower.
4. You can pre-cut and store carrot

•
•
•
•
•

Variety of colourful fruits e.g. kiwi,
strawberry, blueberries
3 slices of white sandwich bread
Ham
Cherry tomatoes
Nori seaweed sheet

flowers frozen. Sprinkle the carrot
flowers on the bento in the morning
and they will be thawed by lunch!
5. Do the same for the cucumber except
just cut one inverted “V”. This will be
the leaves.
6. Use the toothpick to join the tulipshaped carrot and cucumber together
to form your flower.

To make Jelly flowers:

1. Remove the bread crusts and cut the
bread in half.
2. Covering your cutting board with plastic
wrap, lay the bread on top of it and
gently push the back of a knife down
on the middle of the 2 pieces to make a
crease. It should not cut through.
3. Spread strawberry jam or your child’s
favourite jam on the bread.
4. Gently fold both ends of each piece
inwards so they meet at the crease.
5. Push the edges in with your index
fingers to make a petal or heart
shape. You should see the letter ‘Y’

•
•
•
•
•

Cupcake mould/ Muffin cup
Toothpicks
Plastic wrap
Straw or paper hole puncher
Flower/ Star/ Circle cookie cutters

forming on your jam.
6. Use plastic wrap to ensure the petals
are sealed together.
7. Place the jelly petals together on top
of the lettuce to make a flower.
8. Cut the slice of cheese into a flower
shape using the flower cookie cutter
and put it in the middle of the jelly
flower. You can also use the straw to
cut another variety of cheese to place
on top of the cheese you just cut.

To make Fruit garden:

1. Cut the kiwi and strawberry the same
way as the carrots or in your child’s
favourite shapes using the cookie
cutters.
2. Place the cut fruits and sprinkle
blueberries in the muffin cup.

Now all that’s left is to arrange
everything nicely in the lunch box
and your child has a pretty treat
waiting for her during lunch!
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medical Q&A

ask the

DOCTOR
Dr Mary Varughese

Consultant, Division of General Ambulatory
Paediatrics and Adolescent Medicine,
National University Hospital

I’m pregnant with my first child. What kind of

baby

skincare products should I prepare beforehand?

A newborn baby’s skin is covered
with a white greasy material called vernix, which represents
a natural protectant cream to “waterproof” the foetus while
submerged in amniotic fluid. Beneath this covering, the baby’s
skin is soft, smooth and velvety but may also be fragile and
easily damaged especially if the baby is born premature. Hence,
appropriate skin care is important while your baby is adapting
to a postnatal world full of environmental challenges.
Bathing practices often follow traditional and cultural
experiences. Generally, immersion bathing (placing your baby’s
entire body excluding the head and neck in a tub of water) for 5
to 10 minutes is preferred as heat loss is minimised. Ideal water
temperature is about 38 to 40 degrees Celsius.
A safe cleansing product to use would be neutral pH bath

70

soaps. Antimicrobial soaps are considered too harsh for a
baby’s skin. Cleansers should be used sparingly to soiled areas
and rinsed off completely. Scrubbing with a bath towel is not
recommended.
Some bath oils have a potential for skin irritation in the
newborn baby and should be avoided. Generally, olive oil is a
safe option for oil massages when your baby is a little older.
Baby-friendly moisturisers or emollients may be applied
sparingly after a bath, especially if there is peeling of the
skin, which may be expected in newborn babies in the first
few days of life.
Diaper rash is one of the most common skin conditions
encountered in young infants. It occurs when the skin remains
wet and in contact with stools for prolonged periods. The first
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signs of diaper dermatitis include uncomfortable redness of the buttock skin, and
may progress to painful ulcers. Diapers should also be changed soon after soiling has
occurred, allowing exposure to air where possible. Other than changing soiled diapers
as soon as possible and allowing exposure of baby’s bottom to air, applying a barrier
cream would also be useful in preventing diaper rash.
Lastly, don’t forget to also choose laundry detergents that are baby-friendly
without the harsh chemicals used in normal laundry detergents.

The weather is hot and humid
these days. How can I prevent my
baby from having

heat rash?

Heat rash, or prickly heat rash, commonly occurs in young infants as a
result of sweat retention due to immaturity of their sweat glands. Babies often develop
this rash during hot or humid weather or sometimes when they are running a fever.
It causes small red itchy spots with a stinging sensation, usually affecting the covered
parts of the body such as the chest, back, tummy, groin and armpits.
Meanwhile, here are some tips on how to prevent heat rash:
1. On a hot day, keep your baby indoor and well hydrated.
2. Avoid excessive sweating by cooling the environment to a comfortable temperature
with appropriate air-conditioning or a fan.
3. Dress your baby in lightweight, loose
fitting cotton clothing and avoid overbundling.
4. Provide cool baths for your baby
during hot weather. Use mild,
non-drying baby soaps.
5. Pay particular attention
to keeping the skin fold
areas dry, for example,
the groin and armpits, as these
areas can trap sweat.
6. You may want to consider using dustfree baby powder as they could reduce
the risk of airway irritation and
breathing difficulties.
7. Similarly, avoid overapplication of emollients
as it may block the sweat
glands.
Disclaimer: The advice offered by the featured expert should not be misinterpreted to be a
recommendation of any product. This column provides the opinions of specialists and readers should
consult their own doctors if they should have further enquiries.
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